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UNH Women's Center ha~-- \m~i:i-Jrom its staff
, it, i
woulctn·t be a Women's Center."
As a _stu9e!]t organization, the
~~nter 1s ehg1ble for Student Act1V1ty Tax (SAT) funds. The Center has proposed a $3,399 budget
to the Student Caucus. The per
student cost is 38 cents, based
upon 8,900students.
The Center's budget proposal
lists nine possible programs, of
which Women's Center President
Kim Cappel said four are definite--a women's consciousness
raising (CR) group, a men's CR
group, a male-female dynamics
workshop, and a film program.
Cappel said the other five pro"There will be no staff positions grams "are being planned." The
open to men," said staff member center has requested $1,500 for its
Kathy Melvin. 'brnuse if ~ Wcrnm's programming.
"All programs except the
Center became run by men, there

By Gary Langer
; The UNH Women's Center,
f7hich was approved as a student
QJ!'ganization by the Student Caucys last week, will not allow men_
on its staff. according to Kim Cap\>el, Women's Center president.
Cappel said yesterday the
Women's Center staff consists of
·~ resident, a vice president, a
t asurer, a secretary, and
" out three or four other staff
members.''
"The running of the Women's
Center will remain in the hands
of women," said Cappel.

-,,.1

Women's CR and a gyaecolog~,. ·
self-help program will be open to
1
,rpen," said Cappel. "That's how
~e fought to get SAT funding ."
~"Loo~;ng around, people can
e there's no need for a men's
enter," said Cappel. "A men's
:center, tha t perpetuates sexism is
pot necessary, altfiough a men's
k!enter againS t sexism is viable."
\· Melvin said t.he women's center.
should not merge with a men's
;,•roup to become a people's cenr. "A women's center is more
. aluable than a people's center,"
she said, "because women are at
\I disadvantage in our society.
!f we sublimate them to be people
lwe'll be back where we started.
, "The Women's Center has al-

'.

/

ways ·
., · concerned with the (their traditional roles) any\}'. en's sphE:re, the part women m~re," said staff member Sarah
ay. Our basic and fundamental Miller.
goals are to center on women's
The Women's Center operated
is$ues--and men are a viable part last semester on a budget of $15.
of those issues, said Mely:in .
They offered a women's 'support
"The fact that we are a group and a lesbian rap group,
women's center means that we're both of which were restricted to
gtared more towards women women, said Cappel.
tin towards men," said Cappel.
"They are there for women,"
" ut it's important for men to said Melvin, "but we will have a
id ntify with women and their men's
consciousness-raising
changing roles. We'll supply men group, if interest presents itself."
with information about the people . In addition to these programs,
(women) they're dealing with."
the Women's Center offered last
"Men's rol~s are going to , semester:
change, too," said Melvin.
--A gynecological self-help pro"There's going to have to be gram (which was restricted to
some kind of peace ~§.t_abl_ished." women),
"1 1 think that,., .Jfi'"en know· that
·
Qi
women aren)t
,
,. g to take. it WOMEN, page 13
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Weather
Tuesday: sunny 30's
Tuesday night: clear IO's
Wednesday: sunny 30's

Durham, N.H.

-Cheating among
students prevails
I

Ooops

violations. Members of the union
say they expect a number of violations to be uncovered.
Despite the fact that the Dover
Fire Department has received
numerous complaints from Hatch
and others, little action has been
taken, according to members of
the union.
Hatch said he asked Hughes to
allow him to look at records of
previous investigations. "He could
show no records of inspections at
Westgate for a period of two years
prior to his own in December,"
Hatch said.

But, how much cheating goes
on in the classroom?
A sophomore nursing major
told The New Hampshire that
over half of last !semester's Home
Economics 525 class (Human Development) cheated on their finaJ
exam.
"That particular exam was unfair because it was ambiguous
and poorly typed," she said.
"What's more, the professor
didn't teach us anything--all he
told us was ahout his personal
experiences."
Nursing majors have to get at
least a C grade in this course, and
"appa;ently many felt they had.
to cheat to get that," she said.
She went on to say that she
could have skipoed all the classes
and still ended up with the final
grade sne got--a C.
"I can't cheat because if I did
I'd only be hurting myself. And
besides that, I want to know that
I've learned the material," she
said. "What really burns me up is
that kids brag about cheating.
They say 'gee, thanks, a lot I
oould have never made it without
iooking at your paper."
This student says she went
back to the professor and reported the cneatmg to mm ... He told
me that I should have told him
during the exam if somebody was
<..' heating, and that since it wasn't
reported, he had assumed there
was none," she added.
"He didn't care," she said. "He
;aid that stuclents are a bunch of
bums anyway.''
This same student said that in
l1er Sociology 602 (statistics)
lass last semester, a girl copied
1er entire final exam. "She kept
whispering in my ear'tell me the
answers! ' I kept my mouth shut
and just finished my exam. The
other girl left before me, and I
changed an answer. Later-the girl

WESTGATE, page 14
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By Richard Mori
Just how much cheating is going on at UNH and what is being
done about it?
"We know there's a lot of cheating going on," said one member
of the UNH administration who is
an academic advisor. This individual, who wished to remain
"There's
anonymous,
said
nothing we can do about it" because most cases are handled between . the individual professor
and student.
Cheating cases rarely in:volve
the College deans. Liberal Arts,
the largest college, has had only
six cases brought before the dean
during the last two years. The
Whittemore School has had one,
and according to Virginia Tripp,
an administrative assistant at
that college7 the case may have
been initiated two years ago. The
College of Life Sci~nces and Ag.riculture has had two cheating
cases during that time.

• • •

It s~ell}S the University invented a new vehicle Friday--an amphibious bulldozer. One problem; 1t did not float. To find out how and why this 15,000 pound vehicle sat in the Snively Arena
pool until Saturday, see the story on _p age 3. (Ed McGrath photo)

· Tenants union proillpts investigation

Apartments may violate fire code
By Mike Kelly
The Westgate and •.-neid
apartment complexes in Dover
have recently become the focus
of numerous charges of dangerous
fire-safety
conditions
and
negligent upkeep of the grounds.
Fred Hatch, founder of the
newly formed Westgate and
Fairfield Tenant's Union AssociaHon, claims that the buildings
comam many violations of the
Dover fire code.
At this point, there are no fire
extinguishers in the Westgate
complex and only thr~ in th~
lllrfteld•complex. The ins~tion
tags on these extinguishers show

they were last inspected in 1974.
Neither complex is equipped
with any sort of fire alarm system
for the individual apartments.
There are no sprinkler systems
and no smoke or heat detectors in
the apartments.
According to one member of the
union, many of the building's fire
escapes were blocked by snow and
would have been impassable in
the event of a fire.
After unsucessfully dealing with
B-Jac Investments of Nashua, the
owner of the apartments, Hatch
took the,se complaints to Capt.
Richard Hughes of the Dover Fire
Department.

"I went to Hughes and he said
there were no violations of the
kind," said Hatch, who lives in
the Westgate apartment complex.
But he must have overlooked
some of the fire escapes because
there was six feet of snow on
some of them. He said they were
passable," said Hatch.
As a result of this and many
other complaints received by the
tenant's union and the Dover Fire
Department, the complexes will
be investigated today by the State
Fire Marshall.
Hatch will accompany the
marshall to point out what the
tenants feel may be possible fire

1

INSIDE

Rush

Energy
Energy consumption is up 28 per cent
at UNH since lastwinter. Combined with a
recent 30 per cent increase in the cost of
the University's fuel
oil, those figures add
up to a problem. See
the story on page 2.

New Hampshire's
own Tom Rush performed at the field
house Sunday night.
Many of his devoted
fans waited outside
for an hour and a half.
Read about it on page
10.

Hockey
To make a showdown with Clarkson
for first place possible Saturday night,
: the UNH hockey team
must first get by Dart:nouth and Provi. dence. See the story
. 1age 16.
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-News· Briefs~ UNH professor is denied access
Trustee hill
A bill that would allow students to elect their representative
to the University Board of Trustees will be heard before the
·
House Education Committee Thursday.
House Bill 236, sponsored by Rep. Leo Lessard {D-Dover),
Sen. Alf Jacobson (R-New London) and 12 other legislators,
would replace the present · policy of the governor appointing
. the student trustee.
The bill almost passed in the 1975 session, falling a few
votes short in the senate from overriding Gov. Meldrim
Thomson's veto. The I:Iouse overrode the veto, the first time
that happened during the Thomson administration.
The hearing is scheduled for 10 a.m. Thursday in room 202
of the new Legislative Office Building, directly behind the
state house.

Dead air
The recent proliferation of 'dead air' on WUNH, the university radio
station, is not the radio station's fault. The problem lies with the
teleohone comoanv.
.
.
,,
.
WUNH has been broadcasting a nmsy signal. I he nmse 1s
barely audible on a radio receiver, bu~ the nois~ lev~l is above
·fJ::C requirements. WUNH has been trymg to rectify this problem
llnce the first week_of January.
The problem was finally traced to the telephone company's equipment WUNH uses in it's transmission process. The phone company
has been working on it's equipment since the last week in January.
Whenever the phone company works on it's equipment, the radio
station has to stop transmitting it's signal-thus the dead air.
Mark Ward, WUNH's chief engineer said that the problem still isn't
solved and that the phone company is still working to correct the
situation.

Cars towed
UNH students may have their cars towed if they park in the ·
Shop n' Save parking lot off Mill Road.
Jim Bowdoin, the store's manager, said that cars would be
tuwed. but would not stipulate at what times of the day.
He said they would be towed mostly in the mornings but the
hours and days during the week would "vary.''
Bowdoin said the parking lot had been ''more abused lately,," ;.
He said that the~abundance of snow and the addition of the Burger ,
King to the parking plaza necessitated towing to "keep the
parking lot open for customers.''
Off-duty police officers have been hired by Shop n' Save to enforce the parking rules.
.
Morris Rule, assistant manager of Shop n' Save, said that the ·
town of Durham is responsible for billing the store. He added,
"We can't pay the policemen directly so we pay the police department.
Rule said that the towing would continue throughout the ·
semester. He said that previously. towing occured only during the
beginning of each semester.
.
Smitty's Sunoco Station of Durham has been hm~d to do the
towing .A station attendant said that the cars were bemg towed to
the station and could be retrieved there.
.

to affadavit filed by Governor
By Mark Pridham
In a possible violation of New
Hampshire's "right to know" law
covering the release of public information, Judge William F.
Cann of the Hillsboro Superior
Court denied UNH Assistant Professor Andrew Merton's request
to examine an affadavit filed by
Gov. Meldrim Thomson.
The affadavit ''covers Mel
Thomson's entire political life,"
according to Merton.
The affadavit was filed by
Thomson in connection with his
libel suit against Kevin Cash,
author of "Who the Hell is William Loeb?"
The book contains a passage
concerning Thomson's earlier
:publishing career. Thomson
maintain.:, that rcfcL•ences to him

in the book have damaged his
reputation and are libelous.
Merton, who heads the journalism program at UNH, is in the
process of completing an article
on Thomson which will appear in
Esquire Magazine.
''The information in that
(Thomson's) deposition is germane to the article I am writing,"
Merton said last night. "There
may be new information, or information that would confirm or
repudiate information which I
already have."
Merton said he has spoken to
his lawyer and is "certain" he
will appeal the decision. The appeal must be filed with the New
Hc~mpshire Supreme Court, he
sa1d.
·The incident began last Friday
when Tom Ferriter, a reporter
from the New Hampshire State
News service, attended a hearing
in the Hillsboro Court House
where he sought access to Thomson's affadavit. ·
At the hearing, lawyers for
Thomson and Cash presented
arguments to Judge Cann seeking to withhold the affadavit.
James Ba~ry Jr .. Thomson's
lawyer, argued that release of the
affadavit could possibly jeopardizfi the chances for a fair trial.
Alan Cleveland, a lawyer who

represents Cash, argued against ·
the ·release of Cash's deposition
in the libel case.
Judge Charles Flynn, who presided over the hearing, ruled in
favor of Ferriter's request to examine the Thomson affadavit.
Ferriter said last night Thomson's lawyer earlier waived all
rights under a statute which pro- rhibits public examination of
court-related testimony before it
is introduced at the trial.
:
Later that day, Merton went to
. the Hillsboro Court House to seek
' access to the Thomson affadavit.
Andy Merton
Merton said when he arrived,
Court Clerk Carl Randall told
"This form of prior restraint,"
• him Ferriter was still examining the affadavit and that he said Merton, "has been knocked
out of a number of courts."
won]d h.:;iv9 to rGturn on 1\~onday.
Merton referred to Cann's ac"When I went back this morning (Monday)," Merton said, tions as "contradictory" and said
"Randall said Judge Cann ·he does not agree that release of
transcript would jeopardize
wanted to see me. I went to the
Cann's office where I met with the chances for a fair trial.
"I don't buy that reasoning at
Cann, a stenographer and a third
year law student from Franklin all," Merton said.
Ferriter said he has not decided
Pierce College.''
what action he will take, but will
Merton said Cann "grilled me. ."meet with Merton and decide
and asked why I wanted to see jointly what to do."
it(theaffadaviO."
Ferriter, whose news service
Cann then told Merton to return articles appear in five of the eight
at 2 p.m. for his decision.
New Hampshire daily newspa"His (Cann's) decision was not pers, said he , is printing porto let me see the deposition, and tions of the Thomson affadavit
not to let anyone else see·it eith- in those newspapers today.
er," Merton said.
Those newspapers are:
"The judge," said Merton,
--The Lebanon Valley News,
"acted inconsistently by first al--The Keene Sentinel,
lowing .Ferriter to examine the
--The Concord Monitor,
deposition and then denying me
--The Laconia Evening Citizen,
the right to see it."
and
--The Eagle, a qewspaper
Merton said Ferriter's request
for a copy of the Thomson trans- covering the western portion of
New Hampshire and eastern Vercript was also denied by Cann.
Merton sairl r~nn's reason for mont.
denying Ferriter's request "was
Ferriter said he is under no resto insure a fair trial," a reason traint banning his disclosure of
which Merton said he disagrees the material he examined in the
with.
affadavit.
Both Merton and Ferriter reAccording to Merton, Cann said
since he was writing an article on fused to speculate on whether
Thomson for Esquire Magazine, Thomson's office was responsible
· the information he received from for Cann's action.
the affadavit would have a preThe Governor and his spokesjudicial effect on the outcome of men were unavailable for comment at press time.
the trial.

Ener,gy consumption increases by 28 percent
By Don Burnett
Energy consumption at UNH
has increased 28.9 percent since
last winter and total costs for the
month of Januarv rose 17.5 oercent, according to figures released
by Jerry Boothby, assistant
director of Physical Plant Operations
and
Mamtenance ·
(PPO&M) .
A 30 percent increase in the
cost of oil supplied to UNH
combined with the winter 's re·cord-breaking cold temperature~
have caused this increase.
·
Boothby added.
Though energy consumption
has risen sharply this winter,
Boothby said a 20 percent overalJ

J

erry Boothby

reduction in electricity, gas and
fuel oil consumption has been
achieved since the winter of '72-

Since the winter. of '72-'73, the
University has saved approximately $800,000 by cutting down .
and conserving energy, Boothby
'73.
Along with the milder tempera- said. The winter of 1972 was a
tures of last winter, the overall cold one. and in addition to the
reduction can be attributed to Arab oil boycott, the University
energy conservation measures was forced to take emergency
done by PPO&M, according to conservation measures.
Boothby.
It was during this winter that
The figures released by the traditional academic calenBoothby cover the months Sep- dar was changed to allow a longtember through May of the past er winter vacation period. This
few years . They do not attempt, enabled the University to shut
however, to project the estimated down for the cold, fuel-consuming ·
energy consumption for the re- month of January.
mainder of this year.
Since then, numerous actions
As for the rest of the year, have been taken to conserve and
Boothby said, "It's all a question improve
energy
efficiency, ·
of how cold it gets." He said he Sanders said.
"i ouldn't· see" the possibility of ,
Some of those measures inmaking the students pay a sur- clude:
charge on energy costs. "We're
--Library escalators were shut
being optimistic,'' Boothby add- down in 1973.
ed.
--Nine hundred of the 1,900
According to Federal Energy lights in the Spaulding Life
Administration figures published Science Buildine: were removed.
in the New York Times last week, "There is still too much light,"
energy demand for the nation · :sanders sata.
rose nearly 17 percent due to ab-All the.heat in the UNH library
normally cold · temperatures. has been turned off. "We did
This puts UNH far above the that months ago. The only heat
normal consumption rate.
generated there comes from the
The price for a barrel of num- lights and the people," said
ber 6 fuel oil went up three dollars Sanders.
to $13.67 on Jan. 1, according to
--Half the lights in the Social
Pipefitter Foreman John Sapders Science Center were removed.
of PPO&M. Sixty percent of the
--Flow restrictors have been
energy used at UNH is number 6 put on hot water taps and shower
fuel oil.
heads in some of the dorms. "The
Three positions have been amount of hot water coming from
formed within PPO&M to help shower heads reaches eight galimprove consei:vation measures. lons per minute. With a restrictor
· Their jobs are to locate and you can reduce that to two galcorrect energy losses, said lons per minute," Sanders said.
Sanders.
--The Central Heating Plant

located in the Service building
shuts down whenever the temperature reaches 50 degrees F .
--Steam converters have been
added to the heating systems in
Stillings, Stoke, the Social
Science Center, McConnell, and
Huddleston Halls. These converters transfer the heat from steam
to the circulating water eliminating the high energy loss of steam
heating. Steam converters have a
quick "payback, " paying for
themselves within six months,
said Sanders.
Recently the concern for
energy conservation has been
taken up by the students. Waste
in energy, money and resources

are the topic of concern for a
survey being run by the Environmental Mini Dorm.
A spokesman for the group, ·
Dan Boisclair, said they are
working in conjunction with the
New Hampshire Public Interest
Research Group.
Signs asking for student information concerning energy loss on
campus have been posted in the
dining halls and at the MUB .
Several
students
have
complained of excessive heat in
the campus buildings, and one
student claims the temperature
in his Lord Hall room has not
ENERGY, page4

This sign located near the UNH Bookstore parking lot shows·
how University energy use has increased. (Linda Mackenzie

photo)

·
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Marijuana· reform
is NORML:s goal
By Gary Langer
Tbe l\ew Hampshire office of
the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) has re-established its
operations in the state. accordiIU!
to Michael Harris, volunteer
srate coordinator for NORML.
Harris, a freelance writer, said
the New Hampshire office of
NORML was founded two years
ago to build support for the first
marijuana decriminalization bill
introduced in the State House.
That bill was introduced by
former Rep. Barbara Underwood
(D-Concord) in 1975. It passed the
House, but was defeated. m the
Senate.
After a. one year period of
"dormancy,"
said
Harris,
NORML is again attempting to
"build public awareness" about
marijuana.
Harris said that NORML also
"hopes to effectively support a
bill to decriminalize marijuana,"
such as the decrimifialization bill
that is now before the House.
That bill would reduce the misdemeanor charge of possession of
one ounce or less to a violation
punishable by a $100 mandatory
fine.
NORML is a volunteer organization that relies solely on donations for its funds. It has 200
members in the state.
"We operate from hand-tomouth," said Harris. He said th~t

1

NORML reaches the · public
through radio and television, talk
shows and public forums. Harris
will speak at UNH on Monday,
Feb. 21.
"There are 13 million regular
users of marijuana in the US,''
said Harris. "The law says that
they are all criminals.'' Harris
said these laws are ineffective
and those who are arrested "are.
bfighted with criminal records
for the rest of their lives.
"The cultivation of marijuana
for peronal use_ in New Hampshire is a Class A Felony, even on
the first offense," said Harris.
"This puts growing marijuana ·
under the same category as rape,
murder and manufacture of
heroin." Harris said the maximim penalty for a Class A Felony is life imprisonment.
"NORML discourages the use
of any recreational drug, including marijuana, tobacco and
alcohol. We just feel that those
who use them have a right to do
so in the privacy of their own
homes," said Harris.
.
Harris e&timates that _10,000
New Hampshire residents smoke
marijuana.
"One
thousand
people are arrested_ in New
Hampshire each year for simple
posse~sion,'' he said._
Harris said he has obtained an
advance_ copy of a report to be
NORML, page 14
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Marijuana
reform bill
submitted
By Gary Langer
A bill to decriminalize the use
of marijuana in New Hampshire
was introduced to the Legislature
last week by Rep. Charles Grassie
(D-Rochester) .
Lrrassie said House Bill 262.
which is sponsored by 27 state representatives, would "change the
penalty for posession of one
ounce or less of marijuana from a
misdemeanor to a violation."
The bill would replace the
present punisl-tment for posession
of an ounce or less with a mandatory $100 fine, said Grassie.
The present misdemeanor of. fcu~~ uf pusesston of an ounce or
less is punishable by a fine of
. $1,000 and/or a year in jail, said
Michael Harris, state coordinator
for the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORMLL Harris said that a
second offense on the same
charge is a felony carrying a
$10,000 fine and/or seven years in
jail.
"It's a very conservative decriminalizat_ion
bill,"
said
Grassie . "It's something in the
middle of the road. Some want to
. POT, page 12

First chance for Dover's Last Chance Saloon
morning to 11 a.m. Then she
comes to work at the salon until
closing time and goes to school
part-time at night to complete
her requirements as a business
major.
.c'ortier leans over the smooth
ulack surface of the bar and looks
around at the various antiques in
the room. On the far wall hangs
a landscape tapestry and opposite, strung from the wall to
a central beam, is a giant string
spider web fashioned by Star.
The old, wooden signs that 'hang
from beams display Victorian
epigrams , the most noticeable of
which is " Warning--Our no drinkSince the pub opened such a ing laws strictly enforced."
The comfortable, plaid car- short time ago , their beer license Fortier shakes his dark brown
peting that finally replaced a run will not go into effect for another mop of hair and exclaims , "We
down, worn out tile of sick green two to three weeks. But right are not going to abide by that.
Never! "
and yellow was put in a year and now, among the inexpensive
Like most beer establishments,
a half ago. But it didn't cover sandwiches and homemade soups
the remaining tile behind the bar. they serve, it is probably one of the Last Chance Saloon will serve
It also didn't survive the cig- the only places in town where you draft and bottled beers and ales.
arette burns that rowdy cus- can get a cup of coffee for a dime. They will have ten and 12 ounce
"We're open from 11 :30 a .m. to glasses of Bavarian dark and
tomers had made. The bar floor
,has been painted a mellow rust 5:00 p.m. at the moment. As soon Miller or Schlitz for 50 and 60
The sign still reads "Grin and Beer It," but the Last Chance
color and Star Fortier, Kevin's · as we get our license we'll be cents. The bottled beer prices ·saloon is open and pouring. (Nick Novick photo)
range
from
65
cents,
for
Red
Cap
wife of six months, has dry~ open until 2 a.m.," says Star, who
cleaned and patched the carpet works harder than her angelic and Lite, to 95 cents for HeineThe main concentration right over his face. "What do ya' think
enough to make it look almost face reveals. She waitresses in kein. '' I hate buying beer tor a now is food, which is something of this $2,000 system. I tell ya Somersworth from six in the buck,'' smiles Star.
new again.
they all want to continue after no jukeboxes for this place. We're
gonna' have good music." He
getting their beer license. They
buy all the vegetables themselves slides on "Four Way Street" by
"so we can get what we want," Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young.
"We want to try and get some live
says Kevin. "My dream has always b~en to have a self-suffi- · entertainment eventually," he
cient restaurant. But we've both grins .
been in the food business and
The atmosphere has changed
know that you don't have to pay from the afternoon glare of the
that much more for good quality. ; winter sun to the soft glow of- the
Someday, we 'll grow our own."
four antique tiffany lamps that
By Gary Langer
"During ·the past several - Dozier said the bank at the
Kevin, an animal science and light the room. The only bright
A 15,000 lb. University-Qwned months there have been requests, shallow end catches the sun
restaurant management major, light comes from the kitchen
bulldozer broke thro~gh the ice from students to use the poof for throughout most of the day. .
used to operate the Golden Har- \rhere a 50-year-old black stove
on. the outdoor pool m_ front of outdoor skating," he said.
"It'.s a natural phenomenon,"
vest, a van that served sand- . , jts cleaned and ready to crank
Smv~ly Arena last Friday, . ac- Dozier said the Service Depart- . he said.
wiches and some hot foods -to
out food.
cor_d mg t? Henry Doz!er, ment "surveyed the ice and deThe level of the pool was lowThompson School Students. ''The ·
"We don't really have any atassistant dire~tor of · Physic~l cided it was okay for an outdoor ered two and one half feet on Satsnack bar there was a waste. mosphere planned for it," says
Plant Operations and Mam- ·nk
urday to remove the bulldozer
We could do a better job than Star, putting the finishing touchri ·
: said Dozier. The water was dram:
tenance q:>PO&M).
they did," he says. He has a es on her hand-made curtains.
Dozier said the Hough fronted into Pettee Brook.
proud look on his face. "Our
"We want to be in-between Han"It's a natu ral P henomfood is excellent. We're getting
end loader was clearing snow off
enon.,,
Dozier said the incident cost
non's and Stan's Cafe."
choice ground meat. We don't
the pool when it fell through the ,
the University "about $200" in
"You see the clientele before,
like the regular stuff you get.''
12 to 18 inch thick ice at the pool's
--Dozier
labor. He said the bulldozer was
the old townies, would run up
shallow end, landing in ap- _____________ not damaged and there were no
"Some people say that if the
tabs, lots of tabs. They really
proximately three feet of water.
"It was aii honest-to-God at- ' injuries.
customer is drunk, he won't know beat the place up. We may not put
The pool was to be used for an tempt to help students," said , Dozier said he does not know if
the difference between good and a lot of money into the place, but
outdoor skating rink.
_Dozier.
another attempt will be made to
mediocre quality food. But, that's we've put a lot of time into it.
not what we want,'' adds Star.
The heavy machine was
"The only thing we can figure " use the pool for skating.
We don't want it to get busted
clearing a path across the pool to ·he said, "is that the ground 'at'" "We'll play ~t by ear," he said,
Taylor is the quiet one of the up,'' says Kevin, a determined
m~ke ro_om for a smaller plow, that end is warmer; it set up fault but_ I would hke to,~ee students
three. But as he shakes his long, look on his brow.
said Dozier.
lines in the ice."
skatmg on that pool.
dark hair out of his face and
walks over to the far corner of
· the bar, a sudden smile spreads SALOON, pqge 12
By Leigh Palioca
"It's gonna' be a rough thing
trying to shake ~eing a dive. I'd
say right now we still are, but
we're not as bad as some," says
Kevin Fortier, one of the three
owners of the new sandwich and
beer · pub, The Last Chance
Saloon, located on Central Avenue in Dover.
Two weeks ago the pub was still
known as the Grin and Beer it, a
joint that catered more to the local townies than anyone else. In
fact, the latter's sign still haHgs
outside the old wood door , although inside quite a few changes
are rapidly being made.

The jackknife scratches that
covered the surfaces of the 12
tables are now hidden from sight
by bright yellow tablecloths procured, free of charge, from Converse Rubber by Paul Taylor, the
third partner, who works there
part-time. These tablecloths are,
quite practically, made from
raincoat material.
All three of these young people,
Kevin and Star, who are both 20
years old and Paul, 21 have spent
a good deal of time _and most of
their savings to establish an atmosphere that both students and
local people can enjoy.

•
Plow breaks through ice
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!:pergy
continued from page 2

fallen below 72 degreees F.
Despite the discontinuation of

l

heating in the library, many students listed it as still "too hot."
"Students living in the electri- I
cally heated dorms control their :
own heat,'' said Boothby.
Stoke. Babcock, Hubbard,

Christensen and Williamson .
Halls and Forest Park Apartments .Project II have electric
heat.
"These buildings, along with
the Paul Cre~tive Arts Center,

' ::::::: ·.•. - :::_:_:_:__ .•••••••• :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:-:,:,:-:,:,:-:-:-:,:❖:❖:-:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:❖• ,:_:_:-::-:- •• •=❖---•-•, •••• ·='.

RUSH

RUSH

RUSH

Interested in Sorority Life at UNH?
You and a friend are Welcomed
by the Pan Hellenic Council
to come and listen to
an informal information session
Tuesday~ February 15th
at6:30pmin
Strafford Room NIUB
Thursday, February 17th
at 7:_00 pm in
Hillsboro Room (NIUB)
Questions?
Call Linda at 868-9776
or Joanne at 868-2651

RUSH

RUSH

.

central heating plan.
The buildings in the Quad,
Hetzel and Devine Halls have
convection h~aters. These buildings are "traditionally cold,"
says Sanders, because of the high
heat loss of the system.
The older dorms, Fairchild,
The remainder of the buildings Hitchcock,
Randall
and
on campus are heated by fuel oil Alexander Halls have cast iron
used in the central heating plant. · radiators. Iron is a heavy, heatBecause of the various building holding metal which creates a
to building differences in con- more constant flow of heat. These
struction and heating systems, dorms are generally considered
there are many drawbacks to the too hot.
the Social Science Center,
McConnell Hall and others of the
pre-conservation days, unfortu- ·
nately have , a large amount of ·
glass," said Sanders. He said
windows are a major source of
heat loss.

Student found dead
Bruce Manning, 25, a third
year physics graduate student ·
from Lakeside, Cal., was found
dead in his Babcock Hall room
shortly after 7 p.m. Sunday evening.
Medical examiner Dr. George
Sigalos ruled Manning's death a
suicide by hanging, according to
UNH
rouce cn1er Itunalll
McGowen.
According to Jake Chapline of
the University news bureau, the
time of death was around 7 a.m.
ChaplinP, said Mannin~ was

supposed to meet friends in .
Boston Sunday evening to attend
a concert.
When he failed to show, a
friend of Manning asked Babcock
Resident Assistant Jim Bigelow,
who was also waiting for
Manning in Boston, to check up
on him when he returned to
1

Durhnn1.

Manning's body was taken to
the Brisson Kent Funeral Home
in Newmarket. Funeral arrangements were incomplete at pres~
time.

. STelllE CHIil-■

·on Zion's Hill, Newmarket

659-6321

Tues.-Wed.

Ragtime Millionaires

RUSH

Thurs.

Tom Keegan

Fri.-Sat.
Richard Gerhts ·
·=·=·=·=·=•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-~----- ~-=·=·=·=·=· - .. - -.- ·=·=·=·=~=·=·=·=·=·=~==·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·='=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·===================·===============·=·== .•.•.......•. ! • !!!!•!:!:!•::::::!•!•!•!•!·!

SENIORS
IT STILL ISN·'T TOO LATE TO HAVE YOUR PICTURE IN
THE 1977 GRANITE
THE'GREAT BENRIMO' (PHOTOGRAPHER) WILL
BE HERE TO

TAKE YOUR PICTURE

FEBRUARY 22 - MARCH 11
STOP BY ROOM 125 MUB AND MAKE -AN APPOINTMENT

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE
DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
ALL~- . MAY, SEPT, & DEC· 77 GRADS
AND T-SCHOOL GRADS WELCOME
,
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Caucus approves four budgets
By Jayne Sears
have been presented, the SAT , Last year the Caucus requested
The Student Caucus approved will increase next year a pproxi- The Granite increase production
budgets Sµ_nday nj_ght for four ma tely five per cent or about $.60 to 6,200 books. This increase has
student organizations funded by per student.
· resulted in apparent overproducAfter learning that The Granite , tion this year, said Reisch.
the Student Activity Tax (SAT).
had approximately $9,000 in reThe 1977-78 budgets for the
Next year The Granite plans a
Granite, The New Hampshire , serve money, the Caucus passed cut in publication.
WUNH-FM, and the Student an amendment which forced the
Th~ New Hampshire 's SAT
Video Tape Organization (SVTO ) organization to use an additional budget was passed with a $506
$1,000
of
its
reserve
fund
in
next
were approved by the Bureau of
cut in SAT funding requested by
year's operating budget and cut
the Budget (BOB) last Tuesday.
Editor-in-chief Steven Morrison
The BOB consists ofthe Asso- its SAT funding by the same and Business Manager Doug
·
Cardin.
ciated Students Organization bus- amount.
Steven Bliss and Carol Reisch
The paper's overall budget for
iness manager, administrator
Montgomery Childs, and the of The Granite explained that the 77-78 fiscal year will increase
Treasurers of the SAT organiza- they rely on the reserve money $3,590 to $68,595.
for insurance on their equipment
The major areas of increase
tions.
The SAT budgets for The New (since SAT organizations cannot are in compensation for copy
readers and the purchase of some
Hampshire, WUNH, and SVTO get an insurance ·policy) and for
were approved by the Caucus as the reprinting of yearbooks de- new equipment.
pending upon the student dethey were presented.
The Caucus granted an addimand.
Each full-time student at UNH
tional $1,298 in SAT money to
The budget passed by the Cau- WUNH for next year.
now pays $11.10 for the Student
cus allotted The Granite $43,603
Activity Tax.
The radio station's biggest exin SAT money. ""That is $3,000 pense next year will be a microStudent Body President Jim
O'Neill said that if the Caucus ap- .less than the yearbook received
CAUCUS, page 7
·
proves all SAT budgets as they last year.

Fabric Give A~ay- Fashion Show-!
..

•·.·.;.·

Choose any Butterick pattern - FREE
Choose Any Fabric
We'll give you up to 815.00 worth!
In rettlril, you must agree to be in our fashion show
April 15 or 16 at the "'gourmet dinner" at the MUB, if
selected. You must get everything you need for your
outfit at the Out Back.
Why? Because when you need fabric,
we want you to think of

.campus calendar
TUESDAY, February 15
RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: "Blood
Donors Make the Best Lovers, " Granite State Rm. , MUB,
10 a.m.-3p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Dante," R. Alberto Casas,
AMLL; Richard Auditorium, Murkland, 11 a.m.
WILDCAT HOCKEY SPECIAL: UNH vs. Dartmouth Colle~e. Kari-van/ Recreation round trie I?acka&e, $6.50.
For information & reservations call 862-1853, Field House
Ticket Office, Rm. 148. Game begins at 7:30 p .m. Bus
leaves from F.H. at 4:30 p .m.
MUB PUB: Randa MacNamara & Jesse Russel, 8 p .m.

WEDNESDAY, February 16
RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: "Blood
Donors Make the Best Lovers," Granite State N.oom, MUB
10 a.m.-3 p.m:
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: Bowdoin,
Swasey Pool, 3 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, _Funk & Bump, 8 p .m.

THURSDAY. February 17
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING : N.E. Regionals, Feb. 17, 18 & 19, at U.R.I.
RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: Did you
know that "Blood Donors Make the Best Lovers?" Granite
State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
THURSDAY AT ONE: "In Praise of Punning," Richard
Lederer, 130 Hamilton-Smith, 1:10 p.m.
·EARTH SCIENCES SEMINAR: "Sands & Gravels off the
New England Coast," Tom Mills, Dames & Moore, Inc.,
Cranford, N.J. Refreshments, 124 Tames, 4 p.m. Seminar,
·
119 James, 4:15-5:15 p.m.
WILDCAT HOCKEY SPECIAL: UNH vs. Providence College. Kari-van/Recreation round trip package, $6.50. For
information .. & reservations call 862-1853, Field House
Ticket Office, Rm. 148. Game begins at 7:30 p.m. Bus
leaves Field House at 4 p.m.
· MUSO FILM: "Fistful of Dollars," Strafford Rm. , MUB,
6:30 & 9:30 p.m. Season pass or $.75. ;
UNH JAZZ BAND: Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Bill Staines, folk, 8 p.m.

The Out Back

FRIDAY, February 18

Main_Street, Durham

. RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: "Blood
Donors Make the Best Lovers," Granite State Room, MUB
10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
RECITAL: Mary Edes Camire, Soprano, Bratton Room,
PCAC, 8p.m.
MUB PUB: "Gypsy," 8 p.m .

.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and. distributNI semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offitt>S are located in
the Memorial Union Building. Durham, N.11. o:l824. Phone HG21U8. Yearly subscription $7. Second class postage, paid at
Durham . N.11. 10.500 copif's printed at {'aslle Publications in
Plaistow, N.11.

We're
going to give you one
emphatic statement
about the future
of the
computer industry
and the future
of your career.

APPLY!
If you have a degree in El ect rical Eng ineering . Comp uter Scien ce. o r Bus ines s.' co ntac t y o ur pl acem e nt offi c e fo r furth e r
details . Digi tal Equ ipm e nt Corporation ;s an equal o pp o rt unity
emp loyer. m / f.

mnmnomo ·
digital equipment corporation

____________________________________
•
notices

.,_
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Blood chive
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Feb. 15-18

CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions
on post-graduation concerns, Thursday, February 17,
at 6:30 p.m., Career Planning & Placement, 203
Huddleston.

GENERAL

BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Women for Higher Ed. for
benefit of Friends of Durham Day Care; Thursday,
February 17, outside Strafford Room, MUB, all day:
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
SELF-DEFEATING BEHAVIOR WORKSHOP: A 6week program designed to help us recognize a ra~ge ~f RESIDENTIAL LIFE: Discussion, "Death & Loss,"
self-defeating behaviors--putting things off, playmg 1t Mike Applebee; Wednesday, February 16, at 7:30 p.m.,
safe, afraid of being responsible--and will offer ways of Hitchcock Hall Lounge.
changing them. Starts Wednesday, February 16, from
KAPPA SIGMA: Open rush, Thursday, February 17, at
2-3:30 p.m ., Counseling Center, Schofield House.
8:30 p.m ., 59 Main St., Durham.
FOOD: PUNISHMENT OR PLEASURE: Explore problems about eating and how they connect with self/body PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL: Spring Rush, '77, Inforimage. This workshop does not deal with dieting, but . mation Sessions; Tuesday, February 15, at 6:30 p.m.,
with learning to accept food needs and pleasure without Strafford Rm., MUB, and Thursday, February 17, at
sacrifice & punishment. Anyone interested in this exper- 7p.m., Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm., MUB.
imental approach must attend the entire 6-week pro- NHOC: Weekly meeting, Tuesday, February 15, at
gram, starting Thursday, February 17, from 12:30- 7p.m., Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm., MUB.
2 p.m., Counseling Center, Schofield House.
FOOD CO-OP: Vegetables, Fruit, Nuts, Grains, Dairy
CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE MEETING: Come find out · Products, Fish, Tea & Spices at wholesale prices. Only
how you can spend a semester or two in Chico or San 50¢ to join & 3 hours work per month required. OrderDiego, Tuesday, February 22, at 1-2 p.m., Carroll- ing : 4-6 p.m., Thursdays. Pick-up: 3-6 p.m., Mondays.
Belknap Room, MUB.
Main floor, MUB.
SIGMA NU: Open rush, Wednesday & Thursday, FebACADEMIC
ruary 17, at 8:30 p.m., Rockingham Rm., MUB.
MESA ESPANOLA: iAtencion, amigo! Favor de SPHINZ: Sphinx is changing its membership to include
fijarte en el cambio de la mesa espanoi.
all underclassmen (no longer Soph. Sphinx). Applicareuniremos en Murkland 209 entre 1as 1z:;:su-1:.1u _IJ.111. tions for membership available at the MUB Information
Trae tu almuerzo v charlaremos. Sequimos los jueves Center.
en :;tuungs. carerte 1!Jf.
HORA DE CAFE: Necesitas un descanso durante la
CLUB SPORTS
semana? Entonces la hora de cafe es perfecta para ti.
Tuesdav. Februarv 15
Ven los miercoles a Murkland 209, entre las 3:30-4:30
CrewClub 6a.m. FH
p.m., come, bebe, y charla en espanol. Te esperamos.
Women's Ice Hockey 7 a.m . Snively
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 1978-79:
FigureSkatine12:300.m. Snivelv .
The Rotary Club or Rotary International is offering 5
Tae Kwon Do
5 p.m. NH Hall Fencing Rm.
educational awards for men & women for" one acaSikaran
7 p.m.
NH Hall Fencing Rm.
demic year: grad fellowships, undergrad scholarships,
Squash
7 p.m.
FH
tech training awards, teachers awards (those employed
Judo
7: 30 p.m. Wrestling Rm., FH
as teachers of physically, mentally, emotionally handiOrienteeringClub 7:30p.m. SenateRm. , MUB
capped for at least 2 years) & journalism awards. ~or
Men's Volleyball - 8 p.m .
NH Hall Gym
information & application, Dean of Students Office,
Fencing
9p.m.
NHHallGym
Huddleston, & Dean's Office, Murkland. Applications
must be in by March 1, 1977 !
Wednesday, February 16
COMPUTER COURSE: "Cluster Operation", ThursCrew Club
6 a.m.
FH
day, February 17, from 10 a .m.-12 noon, McConnell 104.
Woodsmen's Team 4 p.m .
Putnam Pavilion
Tae Kwon Do
5 p.m.
NH Hall Fencing Rm.
CAREER
Sikaran
7 p.m.
NH Hall Fencing Rm.
Judo
7:30p.m . WrestlingRm.,FH
CAREER READINESS WORKSHOP: Six, 2-hour workshops, introduction to life & career planning appr~ache~.
Thursday, February 17
Topics include self-investigation, world-of-work investiCrew Club
6 a.m.
FH
gation, ways to test career possibilities. A vocational
FigureSkating
12:30p.m. Snively
interest test will be administered to all group particiTae Kwon Do
5 p.m.
NH Hall Fencing Rm.
pants. Thursdays, February 24-April 7, from 12-2 p.m.
Weight Lifting Club 7 p.m.
Senate Rm., MUB
Sign up in advance at Career Planning & Placement,
Women's Ice Hockey 7 p.m.
Smively
203 Huddleston or Counseling & Testing, Schofield.
Sikaran
7 p.m.
NH Hall Fencing Rm .
Judo
7:30 p.m. Wrestling Rm., FH
TEACHER PLACEMENT INTERVIEWING WORKRugby Practice
8 p.m.
Putnam Pavillion
SHOP: Wednesday, February 16, at 6:30 p.m., Career
Fencing
9 p.m.
NH Hall
Planning & Placement, 203 Huddleston.

Tues. & Wed.

Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

6:30 & 8:35

Feb. 17-18-19

6:30 & 8:35
Dustin Hoffman, Laurence Olivier
''MARATHON MAN''

Los iunes ;;;;;

l

Feb. 15 & 16
"MY FRIENDS"

(_younge~-CBy-gtyQe
UNISEX
Hair Sha ping
Specialist
We shape your hair
EXACTLY THE WAY
YOU WANT IT
No scalped look
Specialist in long hair

Only 4 miles from campus

Phone 742-2289

788 Central Avenue
(Across from Wentworth
Douglass Hospital.)

SPECIAL!! Get Acquainted Offer ... We at Younger-By-Style will
shamooo. condition, cut and blow-dry your hair for the sum of
$5.75 COMPLETE. Offer good with Terry, Mary, or Roberta
only. This ad must be presented for this special price. 2/15 ·

----------------------~-~-~--

CRACKER BARREL

LOUNGE
~

-

Jhe Ver~

-

\' Feb. 14-20

Feb. 28-Mar. 5

Gypsy Amber linage
11 /;

I\(!
'I

1

I
I

I

Feb. 21-27

Mar. 6-7

Hawkeye

Bill Chinnock

~ . Located off the traffic
-.--- circle in Portsmoµth
Tel. -436-2700
,,.

GOOD TIME Guarantee
Live

Entertainment

7

e'ltK

Hea,r-~ Sa,ndwkhtes 4+14
· Co111-p~te D~r~ ... Good

YtArie½J Lffl.f)ortcd tMl-d,

/-

t

Be5t Pri-me Rvb

nights

Domes~ 6otM.ed, f>ur'5 ...
Open, for L1M1ch <M1d Dwsr1er
Da+iy ... Lo&Nnge Opet,, tD
L69M Clo:;iK19 ...

16 3rtl ST. 11\TER..N.I.
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Budgets

Cheating
ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

CHEATING
continued from page 1

met me on the street and thanked
me for letting her copy my paper.
She got an A and I got a B because
the answer I changed was wron~.
Later· I heard the same story
from some other friends," she
said. "This other girl actually
told others that she had copied
my exam."
She continued by saying that
most of the cheating she saw last
semester was during the Communications 402 final exam.
''There was a constant buzz
throughout the entire two hours
because there was so much
talking," she said. "Even in the
front row people were discussing
the exam.
''In that exam I heard a guy
say to his buddy, 'I don't really
know her, I just know her well
enough to cheat off her.' ''
In this student's fourth class,
Zoology, she said there was no
cneaung oecause me protessor
.was attentive and he had proctors
in the room during all exams.
She attributes the cheating to .
the professors. "If they'd only
warn students and then enforce
the rules." she said.
Some other· cheating experiences related to The New
Hampshire include:
--the junior recreation and
parks major who allowea another
student to use his car in exchange
for copying his final exam in
Microbiology;
--the senior administration
major who said she was physically threatened by two varsity
football players unless she allowed them to copy her economics final exam;
--the sophomore engineering
major who sneaked a pre-done
copy of last semester's Communications 402 final exam into
the classroom, and
--the now graduated administration major who said he and
seven of his classmates took their
Administration 650 (Operations
Management) final together in
May, 1975, because the professor
had separated the class into two
rooms and "never came into our
room to check on us.''
"On the whole, professors are
pretty good about watching and
there is very little cheating,"
said junior Political Science
major Richard Morrisette. "But
- once in a while you get a prof
who doesn't care and most of
the class cheats."
The majority of students surveyed think it is much easier
to cheat on multiple choice
exams rather than on essay
exams.
Most saic;l they thought cheating was morally and ethically
wrong. The overwhelming majority of those surveyed however,
admitted that they had cheated
at UNH after they had been assured their names would remain
anonymous.
Many students said they cheated because some classes at UNH
are graded by the so-called "bellcurve" which often deflates individual grades. One student who
claimed she had a 93 numerical
average in Biology 402 (Man
and his Environment), said she
received a B plus in the course
due to the high class average.
The "bell curve" is a grade
ratio curve used by some professors to formulate grades in a
predetermined pattern. For instance, in a class of 45 students,
a professor may decide that he
will give out five A's, 10 B's, 15
C's 10 D's and five F's.
Many students said they
were unwilling to accept a C or
D grade which they would get
because of the high class average
due to cheating.
Recently the University Senate
changed the cheating guidelines.
Students must now be allowed to
respond to cheating allegations
made against them before action
is taken.
Most UNH administrators
surveyed by The New Hampshire said these changes are
merely "housekeeping," and
nothing is presently being done
to combat cheating.

CAUCUS
continued from page 5

wave link transmitter ·costing
$8,140.

I----------------------------rx II Cekhrity Series
presents

JOFFREY II CO~fPANY
1

~~The best small classie halkt company

I

in the country:·

They now have $3,140 in reserve money and approximately
$200,000 worth of equipment.
The Student Video Tape Organ.1 ization's SAT budget was passed
by the Caucus with a $1,833 increase.

. As a means to increase its
production out-put, SVTO intends
to put video cabling into the
Strafford Room, Commuter
Lounge and TV Lounge of the
Memorial Union Building.
1. The cable, along with other
capital equipment, would cost
! $5,653 more than last year.
·
SAT was recently granted a
$4,000 loan from foe Associated
Student's Organization.
An amendment to eliminate the
video cable from SVTO's budget
was voted down by the Caucus.

SOHS

-Clin~ Barnes, ~cw York, Times

JOHNSON TIIEATER, UNH

Student Open Hour Special.
weeknights 9:30- 11 :00 p.m.

February 14 & 15, at 8 p.m.

Tennis at Low Rates w/ Student ID's

Students & Senior Citizens in adnmcc,

GREAT BAY RACQUET CENTER
Rte. 108 - Newmarket
659-3151

·\If Others, ~5

~fcmoria) Union Tid{cf Office, 8G2-2200

Engineers, Computer Scientists, Mathematicians ...

Think about
your future.
At the National Security Agency we think about
your future ... because our own future and even
the future of this country's security depend on
having a team of intelligent and imaginative
people. At NSA you may help to design,
develop, and test devices and systems vital to
our nation's electronic security ... communications and computer systems which convey
crucial defense information; or you may engage
in technical projects in support of NSA's
equally vital intelligence production mission.
ENGINEERS (BS/MS): Electronic engineers
delve into unique projects which span every
phase of the R & D cycle. They research, design,
develop, test, and evaluate communications,
recording, and information storage devices
and systems whose capacities and speeds are
still considered futuristic in most quarters.

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS (BS/MS): Computer
experts apply their knowledge in a wide range
of sub-disciplines such as systems design,
systems programming, operating systems,
computer applications analysis, and retrieval
systems. You will work with the most advanced
hardware and software in existence, and
quickly become involved in major projects.
MATHEMATIC ANS (MS): Math expertise is
needed to define, formulate and solve complex
communications-related problems. Statistical
mathematics, matrix algebra and combinatorial
analysis are just a few of the tools applied by
NSA mathematicians. Opportunities for contributions in computer sciences and theoretical
research are also offered.
The challenge is here and so are the rewards:
Offers begin at the GS-7 level and include the
usual government employee benefits. So
perhaps it's time to stop merely thinking about
your future. Schedule an interview with us
through your Placement Office today. (United
States citizenship is required.)

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
. Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
Attn: M321
An equal opportunity employer m/f.

Wedo.
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editorial
Decriminalize marijuana
A bill to decriminalize marijuana use in New
Hampshire is now before the legislature. House
Bill 262 is one that should be adopted.
New Hampshire now considers the possession
of an ounce or less a misdemeanor. A person
found guilty may be punished by a fine of $1,000
and or/ or a year in jail.
More incredible is the possible fine for cultivating marijuana--a Class A felony on the first offense. Other Class A felonies include murder
rape and the manufacture of heroin. Marijuana i~
in pretty illustrious company.
It should not be. As yet, no one has found marijuana to be damaging to humans. Meanwhile,
alcohol, tobacco and many pharmaceutical drugs
that are damaging are legal. This ambiguity is
wrong.
·In fact, researchers now think that marijuana
may be helpful in the treatment of glaucoma, a
serious eye disease. What helpful attributes do al.
cohol and tobacco possess? None.
New Hampshire is actually a hypocritical stgte.
We educate our children from the revenue of Ii-

quor and cigarette sales. The more cases of cancer,
emphysema and cirrhosis we promote, the better
our childrens' education.
Meanwhile, someone who wants to smoke a
drug that has not been proven medically unsound
is a criminal.
Something is wrong.
The sponsors ·of HB 262 want the fine for possession a mandatory $100. Although that seems a
bit steep, it is good legislation for two reasons--it
makes the penalty apply to everyone and it allows
the court case to help pay for itself.
· Now, the person on trial for possession is at
the mercy of the judge. A conservative one may
hit him with the full penalty under the present
law. A more lenient judge will frequently issue a
fine of $25 or $50 plus a year's suspended sentence.
This seems a waste of time for a judicial system
already overburdened with work.
As one of the bills sponsors, Rep. Charles ·
Grassie of Rochester points out, the courts receive
no income from th_e minimal fine/ suspended sen-

·tence decision. That hurts the judicial system even
more.
The bill would allow police to spend more time
on cases more important than busting pot smokers. The arrest and conviction of pharmaceutical
drug abusers is one area where drug investigation
and its funding could be better spent.
Along with helping the court system and the
police, the decriminalization of marijuana in New
Hampshire would . help the many Granite State
residents--estimated at over 10,000--who would
rather use a drug that appears safer than other
drugs they know will eventually kill them.
These people, many of whom are lawyers,
teachers, doctors, politicians and other outstanding community members, should not have to be ·
considered" criminals" because of an outdated law.
Grassie, a former UNH studen~and most of the
bill's 26 other sponsors feel the bill is conservative
compared to similar legislation in other states.
Hopefully, the conservatives in the legislature will
take that into consideration when they cast their
votes.

Tenants' unions--a possible answer
After years of being ripped-off by area landlords, some UNH students are fighting back by organizing a tenants' union. This is a move long
overdue that will hopefully spread to other apartment complexes in the UNH area.
The Westgate and Fairfield Tenants' Union
Association is just getting off the ground, but it
looks like it will be around for awhile.
The union has brought notice to the dangerous
fire safety conditions at the two Dover complexes,
enough so that the state fire marshall is conducting
an inspection today.
Area landlords have had a blackmail-like grip
over student tenants. They know that students

must rent their apartments. With a guaranteed demand, the landlords have been able to slack off
on safety requirements and general building conditions while charging rents that compete with
metropolitan Boston.
Not all area landlords have done this. But the
practice has been of such prevalence that every
year one or more groups of .commuter students
have complained.
No longer are the complaints futile. John Barrett,
a University lawyer who handles student problems, is advising the newly-formed group. With
his legal advice, the union will hopefully be successful in forcing the Fairfield and Westgate land-

lords to correct the hazards.
Other students suffering similar problems
should seriously consider forming tenant unions.
The informational meeting scheduled for Thursday evening at 6 p.m. in the MUB is a good place
to start. Persons from the WFTUA will be there
to offer information and advice.

1

The unfortunate practice of ripping-off student
tenants finally appears to be changing for the better. Although the landlord is still king of the hill,
students are finally starting to push for their deserved place on the summit.
It will be interesting to see who falls.

letters----Blood drive
To the Editor:
Today is the opening of the "Blood
Donors Make the Best Lovers" Durham Red Cross Valentine Blood

'
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Drive trom 10 a.m . to 3 p.m . in the
Granite State Room of the MUB.
Donors are again reminded that at
this time all types are needed to round
out the Vermont-New Hampshire Red
Cross inventory and hopefully, with
greater than normal response, to assist storm-affected areas outside our
region.
An appeal has been sent out to A-
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oositive donors to give today if possible, to aid open heart surgery on
Thursa~. J:''eb. 17. While this 1s most
important, I assure you that if you
are unable to give today, you can
still donate through Friday the 18th
to replenish the supply of A-positive
for other useage.
·
Give and prove that UNH and Durham "Lovers Make the Best Blood

l
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To the Editor:
Your article on homebrew in a recent issue was enlightening though
perhaps somewhat misleading. The
tasty golden elixer has been freeuowing in my house for three plus
years. It has taken me 20 odd batches
to finally perfect a process that gives
me a superb brew every time. Note
this carefully: though homebrew is
easy to make, it requires love, caring
and close attention to do it well.
It is essential for the brewmeister
to follow the famous old saying: "I
never met a beer I didn't like." With
this in mind he can easily enjoy the attention to the means leading to a more
than pleasant end.
Imbibers in homebrew should also
be warned that the tasty delight has to
be inhaled with care. First, if the brew
is consumed before it is clear, the result may be a day on the sanitary
pedestal relieving the runs (from the
yeast). Secondly, the inebriation
quaut1es ot homebrew are about the
equivalent of wine and can easily
place the drinker on his back before
he knows it.
Another appropriate quote that pops
into mind is George Gobel's: "I know
my limit, but I always pass out before
I reach it."
Finally, though the article mentions
:several available pamphlets on the

brewine art. it does not say where
they are available. Having pursued'
brewing literature of all k.mcts 1 have
found the simplest, clearest and most
generally all-round pamphlE't to be one
called (oddly enough) "Homebrew, A
Recipe for Beer." It is available for
$2.00 (covering postage and handling)
from either of the following places:
Turkey Press, East
42Dana St.
Providence, RI. 02906
or Turkey Press, West
882 Cragmont
Berkeley, CA.94708
I am willing to share more information and/or my recipe if you wish, or
if anyone else wants what I have.
Drink Well.
Ben Fowler
Newmarket

Hood House
To the Editor :
Until recently we, like so many
other misinformed individuals, lent
credence to the conjecture that
abounds about Hood House.
But conjecture, with the adjective
idle attached to jt, is the only word
which is an apt description of the talk.
For recently, we found the entire staff
of Hood House to be warm, courteous,
and considerate around the clock. For
an entire week our every concern was
their concern; they did everything in
their power to help us regain our
health.
We extend our "thanks" to Hood
House for all the care, service, and
friendship that was provided for us
,during our re~pective illnesses.

About Letter~
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be
printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampsh{re, Room 151, Memorial Union
Building, UNH. Durham. N.H. 03824.
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Mark Pridhalll

Sexism-- a two-way street
When the Student Caucus voted last week to
approve the concept of the UNH Women's Center,
thereby making it eligible for Student Activity
Tax (SAT) funds, questions were raised ·c oncerning the ethics of that decision.
Many persons expressed concern that the Caucus vote of approval over-stepped the guidelines
which stipulate that organizations receiving SAT
funds must serve all UNH students.
Two aspects of the Caucus' decision remain to
be seen. Both are dangerous.
First, will the Women's Center "reach out to
men" as Kim Cappel, president of the organization, so succe.ssfully claimed it would when she
spoke before the Caucus last week seeking student
funds7
It appears doubtful.
In a page one story in today's issue of The New
' Hampshire, staff member Kathy Melvin said men
will be barred from any staff position in this "student organization."
'There will be no. staff positions open to men,"
she said, "because if a Women's Center became

run by men, there wouldn't be a Women's Center."
Melvin's seemingly simple statement is enough
reason to deny that organization any money from
the SAT fund.
.
She was not asked if men would be allowed to
"run" the Women's Center. On the contrary, she
was asked if they would be allowed to work "with"
the Center by serving on the staff as equals.
There is a difference. A big difference.
The Center's promise to "reach out" to men
_appears to be nothing more than a ploy by its officers to obtain SAT funding for their organization.
Does Melvin seriously expect male students to
actively participate in an organization which automatically subordinates them to the role of outsiders.
Would }..,1elvin join an orsani..::ation which lim-

need for a Women':t Ccntcr ·at UNI I. She r:nay be

ited her to a second-rate position? A secretary, for
instance?
Secondly,
the Caucus' decision to provide
funding for the Women's Center has set a dangerous precedent.
If the Women's Center is able to gain funding by

right when she says there is no need for a "men's
center."
"A men's center that perpetuates sexism is not
necessary,"· she said.
What Cappel and the Women's Center people
fail to realize is that sexism is a two-way street.

Concerned about parking?? Come to
paper expressing her concern as a
commuter student over the parking the open meeting of all commuters
problem in particular, and of the gen- Wednesday, Feb. 16, at 4 p.m. in the
eral responsiveness of the University
commuter lounge on the bottom floor
towards the commuter student.
of the MUB---where we will hear the
As the new student Vice-President of different viewpoints concerning parkCommuter Affairs these are my con- ing and begin hashing out a proposal
that will be more acceptable to c<1mcerns too, and I intend to devote my
muter students.
time in student government towards
addressing these questions and determining whether the needs of comWant to get involved in other areas
muter students are being met as best
concerning commuter students? Come
they could.
and see me and participate in other
The purpose of this letter is to urge
pt:rojects related to commuter needs.
all commuting students to think about . A new commuter council is being
. some of these questions concerning
established and all commuter students
ar~ welcome to participate. Any input
commuters and to bring any suggestions you may have. Drop them in my
Will be _greatly appreciated. Thank you.
box in room 129 on the bottom floor
of the MUB or come see me at the
To the Editor:
Ted Shepard
I was pleased to see the letter by Student Government office, room 129 I
Vice President for Commuter Affairs
Nancy Boulanger in last Tuesday's MUB.

We should all praise them for the
job they do, considering the facilities
and funds they have to work with;
not condemn them for conditions that
they can neither control nor correct.
We cannot and do not intend to speak
for everyone, but give Hood House a
chance and you will be mildly .surprised.
Once again, we extend our thanks to
the nurses, doctors, and staff for all
the kind assistance and friendly service..
Mike Hetherman
Lorn Vasta

Parking ·

offering a few superficial programs which include
men, what is to stop other "special interest" groups
from doing the same7
Since Students Against Nuclear Energy (SANE)
or the Clamshell Alliance have organized programs and workshops evolving around nuclear
energy and its effect on people, is this reason
enough to recognize -them as organizations to
be funded with SAT money?
The alternatives are obvious.
If one special interest group is to be funded with
students' money, they all should.
Either the guidelines for the allotment of SAT
money must be changed,· or they must be adhered
to.
The situation, as ·it stands now, is cloudy.
Cappel may be right when she says there is a

Corrections
There were two errors in the Friday, Feb.

11

issue of

'The New Hampshire In the story on fewer incompletes, it was incorrectly typed that there were 10 069

incomplete grades in semester I, 1969-70. There vlere
1,069 incompletes that semester.
. It was also reported that the number of failures at
UNH has dropped markedly since the drop in the number of incompletes. The number of failures has not
fluctuated.
There was also an error in the Tuesday, Feb. 8 issue.
In the Mills open forum news brief, it was reported
that any restructure of the University senate would
have to be voted on by the senate itself. The restructure would not have to be voted on by the senate.
The New Hampshire regrets the errors.
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Tom Rush and John Payne are good Blend
By Barbara Scott

, son, demanding Tom Rush.
Sunday night, a centipede line
Tom Rush finally appeared and
of people waited to see the Tom gave a performance which was
Rush concert. The line stretched worth the long wait. He played
from the field house doors, across many,of the audience's favorites
the slushy parking lot and over including: "Merrimac County»; _
the bridge. Some people had been "Lost My Driving Wheel", and
waiting an hour and a half to 'Ladies Love Outlaws". Ile didn't
see New Hampshire's own Tom have to cue the audience to clap
Rush.
and sing along to these songs.
The first group to play was the
Impressive was Rush's humBlend. Though the field house ble, easy-going interaction with
~asn't filled to capacity, the aud- the audience and with his own
1en~e enthusiastically stomped
band. His witty remarks betwPen
their feet and cheered toxic de- songs brought him closer to the·
cible dosages such as "Some- audience and shrunk the field
times I Might Leave It All Be- . house down to size. He transhind". What it was they were formed the gymnasium atmosleaving behind ·escapes me. I phere to that of a relaxed coffeecouldn't decipher it because of all house. Instead of being_ rowdy,
the feedback.
the audience listened to both the
The Blend comes from the works and the music of the songs
W~ite Mountains of New Hamp- and enjoyed the moods they
shu~e. and olays their own com- created.
Rush's group was superb. All
positions in a driving countryrock style. If they leaned towards the instruments were complerock and -less towards country, mentary to each other instead of
they would be better off. The competing to out-solo each other.
over-done pedal steel guitar Especially good was the drumtended to make their songs too mer and pedal steel guitarist.
corny.
They were young, yet played with
Still, the audience enjoyed the veteran precision.
set, and would have danced in the
Rush's down-to-earth stage
aisles, -if not for fire regulations. presence is also his personality
They did the next best thing and off stage. Before he went on
gave the band a standing ovation. stage, he took a few minutes to
Next to appear was the John answer some questions. He exPayne Band which played an ex- plained that he was raised in New
citing mixture of Latin-rock and Hampshire, and even though he
jazz. Each artist did incredibly
has played in music capitols such
good s,olos.
as Boston and New York, his
The audience did not respond
favorite place to play is his native
as well to this group as they did state. Many of his songs were
to the Blend. This is puzzling · written about New Hampshire
since the John Payne Band was and reflect his love for the beau'ty
better instrumentally and had a of the state.
better sound system. The
~en asked what types of songs
audience became impatient after he likes to play other than his own
the John Payne Band left the Rush replied that he enjoys play~
stage, and began clapping in uni- ing songs whichhaven'tbeen per-

formed by many artists. When he
does play a song by another artist, he tries to play it as differently as possible.
Rush remembers his first guitar as being unplayable because
of its atrociously high action, (the
distance between the strings and
the fingerboard). He obtained the
guitar in trade for a toy wodden
rifle.
Many of the songs played had
country-rock overtones, ("Making the Best of a Bad Situation")
or were bluesy, (''Kids These
Days"). But the most enjoyable
portion of the evening occured
when Rush played acoustic, folkflavored songs. He did, "Wind on
the Water", accompanying himself on his twelve string guitar.
The combination of beautiful
words and soft music created a
serene, almost elegiac mood, as
do many of his acoustic songs.
The song was written about and
dedicated to the state of New
Hampshire.
The audience gave a deserved
standing ovation to Tom Rush.
That long . wait for many people
had a rewarding end.

'.fom Rush sang ~ellow folk songs.

•••••••••••
The
Arts

...........

The Blend doing country rock. (Peter fait Photos)

John Payne jazzes it up.

The Joffrey II Dance Company will perform tonight at Johnson Theater.

pre-vzewr■■ a
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 15
An Italian filn:t, My Friends is playing at the Franklin.
Randa and Jesse McNamara are at the MUB Pub.
Mash is on channel 7 at 9 P.M.
The Bridges at Toko-Ri is an adaptation of James
Michener's book about the Korean War. Channel 38 at
9 P.M.
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 16
My Friends is still playing at the Franklin.
Disco with Rick Bean at the MUB Pub. HerHum.
Richard.Harris in A Man Called Horse on channel 7
at9 P.M.

Warner Bros. cartoons on channel 9at4:30, weekdays.

THURSDAYFEBRUARY17
Dustin Hoffman and Laurence' Olivier star in The Marathon
Man at the Franklin Theater.
Bill Staines is at the MUB Pub.
The MUSO film is Fistfull of Dollars with Clint Eastwood.
6:30 and 9:00 at the Strafford Ro_om of the MUB.
OflNight Gallery tonight is an adaptation of an excellent
short story by C.M. Kornbluth, The Little Black Bag,
· about how the tools of a 21st century doctor fall into
the hands of a discredited 20th century doctor. Channel '
56 at midnight.
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Trent Arterberry: mime, ,notion and magic
more. At the end of his set the
By Dana Jennings
See the Mechanical Man. He audience gave him a standing
walks like a wind-up doll, painted ovation and he came back to do
face reminiscent of a tin soldier's. an encore, a weight-lifting mime
He doffs his top· hat, his hands done to Also Spracht Zaru.sthu.stra
spin like a pinwheel's on a windy (the theme music from 2001: A
Space Odyssey). After his encore
day and he smiles maniacally.
No, he isn't Mattel Toys' newest the audience was still applauding
sensation for next Christmas. when t~e lights came up.
Although many of Arterberry's
The Mechanical Man is the
numbers are funny, his best
mime, Trent Arterberry.
Saturday night in the Granite pieces are those that are serious.
State Room of the MUB, Trent His two best works are War and
Arterberry captured the imagin- Icarus.
War is a frightening piece that
ation of the audience like a wind' up doll captures the mind of a traces the history of weapons. It
starts with a Neanderthal killing
child.
,with a piece of bone and end~
Arterberry had the misfortune with the pushing of a button that
to perform before an audience
that had, 20 minutes before,
been subjected to an hour and a
half of Gotham, a high energy,

causes a nuclear holocaust. Each
segment of the piece shows Arterberry using a weapon and then
being killed by it. The most moving segment of the piece is at the
end of it.
Arterberry creates the image
of a man who has just been commanded to release the nuclear
arsenal. he is horrified, but follows orders. He pushes the button
and then Arterberry depicts a
man caught in a nuclear blast.
The anguish and pain he projects
is so convincing one thinks that
there is an explosion going on
within his chest, rending him.
Icarus is a beautiful piece performed to music. It retells the
legend of Icarus, who flew too
near the sun, while wearing his
wax wing::;. Arterberry captures
the grace and fluidity of flight and
the flame-searing agony of having flown too near the sun.

rocking band. The crowd wa:,

tired from Gotham's onslaught.
When Arterberry appeared, he
quickly woke the crowd up.

Arterberry has his lighter side.
His best humorous piece is BirthControl. It opens with him marching up and down the stage like a
solditr. It then focuses on his index finger ,floating in the air,
looking suspiciously like a sperm
cell. Arterberry the soldier takes
charge and shoots the cell in midswim.

For the next forty minutes
Arterberry had the audience in
command. Each piece he performed made the audience wan~

Any more adjectives I give to
Trent Arterberry are superfluous,
·his work speaks eloquently for it- .
self. Those lucky enough to see
Arterberry last Saturday night
.vere witness to another plane of
Hm-mm. Don't worms taste reality. A place where magic and
the real coincide.
good?

l 940'·s Gotham

•
IS

What is Arterberry smiling about. (Keohan photo)

lewd, crude and good

By Barbara Scott
Who said there was an energy
shortage? Nobody told Gotham
about a shortage, before they
::_ippf>::irerl Saturday night. in the
MUB's Granite State Room. I expected music at 16, but got 78
electric r.p.m.s per minute. And
it sounded good.
From the moment Gotham ran
onstage, to the m-0ment they ran
off, they never stopped singing,
joking, and maintaining enthusiastic audience participation.
They began with a medley of upbeat tunes includine:. "Broadwav
· Rhythm", and "I've got Rhythm".
High points of the evenfng were
renditions of, "Heebie Geebie
Blues", and "Baby Don't Leave
Me''. Both songs were souped up
with tight vocal harmony and
synchronized·movements reminiscent of the Temptations. Then,
as a relief from all the comedy,
Gotham sang, Simon & Garfunkel's
"Time
It
Was",
beautifully.
Between songs, Gotham was
rude, crude, and lascivious much
to the audiences's delight. Let it
suffice to say that the audience
laughed more than it blushed.
The act wouldn't have been
complete without a strip show.
Gotham shed their bellboy suits
revealing skinny black tank-tops,
black knee-high boots, and ugly
knickers·which looked like aluminum foil sweat-pants. -They tore
into, "Hold _Tight", and "Backfield in Motion", which was a
visual and sensual treat.
Gotham wouldn't be Gotham
without their excellent backup
group which consisted of piano,
drums and bass. They were tight
enough to give the impression
that there were more than three
instruments playing. And they
didn't have to play at sock-dropping volume to cover up mistakes, because there were none.
Gotham did an hour and a half
set, coming back for, at least,
four final bows. Their high-energy, 40's style music left an exhausted, but happy audience
hanging limp in its seats.

Gotham Is very photogenic. (Novick photo)

A soulful singer. (Keohan photo)

,--------------~---------------

ATTENTION CAMPUS COMMUNITY

I
ti
I

Please fill out and return to:
Rm. 12 - Service Building

J

I
I
I
1
I

:

MOTORCYCLE AND BICYCLE QUEST-JONAIRE
1•

Do you operate a motorcycle on campus?

IJ.S.A.

2. Do you operate a bicycle on campus?

Washington's Birthday
SALE

1
I

l

3. Would you operate a motorcycle or bicycle on
ca in pus if shelters & security were provided?
4. You would operate:

Starts Thur., Feb. 17
through Tue., Feb. 21

Motorcycle_Bicycle_

5. What type of shelter and security would you
like to see?

-Savings to 50 % and more
on many Hemsl

1

6. Where do you suggest shelters or secured are
be located?
I
I

I

I
I
I

7. Should they be short term or long term?

I 8. User Fee? Yes_No
l
TAKE THE TIME-MAKE AN EFFORT
~------------------------------

OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1 :00 PM to 6:00 PM
Mastercharge & Bankamericard

corner of Maplewood & Central Ave.
· Portsmouth, N.H.
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Pot hill
POT
continued from page 3

WELCOME ID THE YEAR4675.

ammend it liberally, some want
to amend it conservatively, but
I'm going to support the bill as it
is.
'Under the present system,"
said Grassie, ''you go to court,
pay $200 or $300 for a good lawyer, and get a suspended sentence with a $25 fine. There's no
court income."
Grassie said the $100 fine "is enough of a deterrent to satisfy the
conservative forces."
Since the bill will reduce the
crime from a criminal offense to
a civil offense, Grassie said, po- i
lice would feel less pressured to
make arrests.
"There's nothing we can do to
stop the use of marijuana, so we
should regulate its use," he said.
Grassie said the bill will be
heard by the House Judiciary
Committee in a few weeks.
Harris said that NORML will attempt to ''help the bill by lining
1

up expen wnut::s:::ic::, ,mu

:::iuvl'~y-

ing information."
.
Grassie said he is not affiliated
withNORML.

Saloon
SALOON
continued from page 3

Taylor looks up from sorting
out his records. He has a quiet
and sincere expression. ''The
thing is, people who come here
are either gonna' mix with the
other people here or not come
in."
"The only way to run a bar is
to throw a couple of people out
and shut them off," adds Kevin.
It will probably be a challenge
to shatter the saloon's past reputation, but the place is cleaa and
homey and all the loud pinball
machines have been removed.
The soft light that blends with the
music of "Carry On" establishes
a comfortable setting. "All we
need is people," says Star softly,
looking over with a smile.

On Sat urday , February 19, Boston's famed Dragon Dancers will fire up the New Year at Center Stage Alpha.

For Luck,

·
Come See The Dragon!
February 19 issues in an explosion of firecrackers at Center Stage Alpha. All
to celebrate the Grnnd Opening of Stage 2. On Chinese New Year's, 4675.
Now there are even more provocative little shops to explore. Filled with
fashion, fancies and temptations unusual. Come discover.

Basketball

22 EXCITING SHOPS IN A

DOWNTOWN MALL:

And for good luck , wish the Dragon "Kung Hay Fat Choy!"

BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR THE SPECIAL S'f AGE 2
GRAND OPENING PRIZE!

AMBERS/ BODESH / CORNER CUPBOARD /
C'RAY:T ROOTS / DAS FABRIC'S / I:ASHION
OPTICS I GREEN GROWC'ERIES / HARLAND
LEATHERS/ TO HAVE &-TO HOLD /
JERRY GUILD, INC. / JEWELRY BY
DUBOIS / LIL' HOUSE / MORGAN WILLIS
AUCTION GALLERIES / NOOZE STAND /
SHIRT TALES / SIGNOFTHE DRAGON /
SIMEONI COUTURIER / SNACK & C'HAT /
VIOLETS ETC'. / WOODEN NICKEL /
XANADISC' / Y ANKI::E INGENUITY.

UAfllil(] □PEil~ilU/STRU B
CEilTEA STRUE RLPHR
In the Portsmouth Parade Mall / Hanover at Maplewood Ave./ Downtown Portsmouth

BASKETBALL
continued from page 16
In the early part of the second
half both teams. had their problems scoring, with Northeastern
managing the only basket in the
first four minutes. UNH did not
score until a Singelais basket
with 15:45 left in the game. The
6-4 forward added a free throw
to give the Wildcats a ten point
lead but the Huskies, led by
Caligaris, who finished with 24
points, cut the score to 48-45.
UNH then took over and opened
up a 55-47 lead with nine minutes
to go in the game and never looked
back. The Cats led by as many as
twelve but never trailed by less
than eight, as the offense .went to
work down the stretch like it did
in the first half.

-------classified ads---------for sale
Live Concert Cassette Taoe : Bob Dvlan 1Th 0
Band at Royal Albert Hall 1966, plus Bob
u y1an/ The H.ollmg Thuncter ttevue at 8angor, Maine , $10. 742-8107. 2/ 25 .
Ste reo Equipment: Glenburo Turntable
Sa nsousi stereo am-fm receiver 216" creati ve speakers . Excellent cond . $250 for complete system . Call 868-7190 evenings.. 2/ 22
l'll eed Money I For sale Texas instrument TI50-A Calculator bought new Nov . "76 Best offer Tim G59-5350 After 5. 2/ 22.
T rms and tons of Turouoise ,Jewelry for sale
a t wholesa le prices . Call Laura Pope at
868-9!129, '1. / 2'2

Waterbeds 'n Furniture offers used furniture
at reasonable prices , bureaus , Tables ,
Chairs and much m'lre, as well as complete
Waterbeds for $199 up ·custom Frames! 163 '
Islington St. Portsmouth - 436-1286. 3/ 1
l' fi'.! Pinto S t•dan ltad io. -t -spc('d ,
Bra k <·s. :\!'\\ E xhau ,-,t . fi l.000 m il cs.

New
Good
l-(u1111i11 g rn11di t 1011. $7."iO or ht•s t oll!'r . Call

, -t!l --tlB~, a llt •r :1 '.! I~,

BMW motorcycle , 1971, R60 / 5 classic black,
heavy-duty
springs,
quartz-halogen
headlight, saddlebags, This little beauty is
smooth and silent and is clearance priced at
only $1200. Call Jefferson, 463-7693 . 2/ 15

DISCO MIXER for rent. $10 a night. Contact
For Sale '68 VW bug- less than 1000 miles on
Greg Rocco Hetzel Hall , Rm. 307, 2-1613 or
rebuilt engine . Rad10. Engine is A, Body is C. ·, · a _
_;
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
68 _
9833
$600 talking price . Call Jea or Perry William_
_3_
son evenings 679-8220. 2/ 18 ·
Nikon F2 Photomi<' body only . Asking $250.
Diamond Engagement & Wedding Rings: Up
Days Call Peter 862-1889, after 6 p.m . 926to S0°/ 0 rliscounl to students . facultv. & staff
: :;:,2. 2/18 .
(full of part-time ). Example, 1/ 4 ct. $75,
1967 VW Squareback. Engine does not run
1/ 2 ct. $250, l ct. $695 by buying direct from
but all other parts are in good shape. Best of-·
leading diamond importer. For color catalog
·
fer. 749-4689. 2/ 22
seno :i,i lo ::>IVIA 1J1amonct Importer, Inc., tsox
0
Tl CALCULATORS. 20-40 percent off, c .o.d .
c~11~-d12r2li-3~\~,d}~;tro~t~~
accepted. SR-:56 - $83.50 & $10 rebate; SR-52 showroom nearest you . 2/-18.
$191.95 & 2 free libraries: Business Analyst
CAMPUS HI-f<I sell!-i, Onkyo,puall Ce rwin-.
$:l:!.50 : Shipping $2: :l0l-428-0099, Washington
Vega . Thorens , Presage , 1V1atel . Craig.
Calculators, P .O. Box 5538, Rockville, Md .
Audiouox . Hitachi , Plnar , Scott , Shure, JPn_ ---- - - sen, Lux and DHX . 108 Central Ave ., Dover. · 20855 . 2/~5
74!-1-4427. 2/ 1fl
Full-Size refrigerator. ~ t Working'71 FIAT 128 sedan. Dependable, front wheel
condition. For sale or trade for small
drive c great for snow J, 4-speed, & cyl..
regrigerator. $70.00 or best offer. Call: Bill .
radial tires , recent valve job & tuneup . $70C
Brayton, Creative Arts Mini-Dorm,
Evening, Room 123, 868-9667. 2/18
er R.O. 659-30:50 . 3/ 1

i~h:0tf~~

gf

Used Olds trombone for sale . Io good conditiori with case, mouthpiece , and lyre.
Also, folding metal music stand . Asking
$150.00 or best offer. Call evenings 926-2162 ..
2/ 15
SKIS : Kastle K-17 's 160 cm . U_S ED ONCE!
Perfect condition. With: Dynam1ca !(JOO bindings & solomn safely straps . All a bargain
at $65 . Call 926-2163. rnampton l after 4 pm .
2/ 15
For a Song . Yamaha 12-string FG230A $135
or b.o . ( ½ list) Like New. Yamaha
Classical G90 $80 or b.o. - New. Call 742-8024
Sharon/ leave name and number . 2/ 25
1972 Subaru, 2-dr. Sedan, Front Wheel Drive,
only 33,000 miles, excellent milage (35 mpg ),
beautiful running condition but needs body
repairs. $800 or b/ o. Jaye - 868-5201. 2/22
FOR
SALE:
Underwood
Electric ·
typewriter . Old , but in excellent working
condition . $75.00 . Call Mark, Christenser. 208,
868-9849or 2-1490. 2/15
For Sale : 1971 Datson 1200, new paint & body
work, very reliable, 33 mpg, snow tires.
89,000 mi. $900 or best offer. Call Lynne at 2 ,
1903 or 868-2108 . 3/ 1
SR-10 Calculator (Texas Instrum-ents) with
adaptor and carrying case . $28.00 R. Miller,
Box 611, Durham or 659-3658 and leave
message 2112
VAN for sale . 1%9 l<'OllD . Short Wheelbase,
011 Alum wheels. Interior
i,ns~~•!t_Pd , p,,uwled & ~a1:~c_t~•d . ~_tcrco. 1".)an}
cxtt.t s · Sd up 101 lt,l\cl. Cctll 895-,!89;).
l{aymonrl . $1:,00. 2/ 15.

8 cvl. lladial t irs

J!-!71 Peugeot :m4. FrontwheeLd!:i\:C~. ;i:3,000
miles. Nt•wly installed engine, very good
condition. no rust - Al\1 -l<'M Radio . Must sell.
i\s king$1,:ltl0 . Pl<•asccallafter :; : oo, 742-9410 .

?/4 1:>

.

rides
Ride needed to Keene State any weekend.
Can't leave until after 6 p.m . Friday. Will
pay for gas, Call Jan, 2-1490, 868-9812. 2/25.
Ride needed to Newington Park area weekdays by 6:45 a .m . Will pay. Call Dave 868~972 evenings or weekends . 2/ 18
Wi\NTl-;I) - Jjdffs of earpool from Wolfeboro
to llN II on Mondav . Wednesday and
Fri<la~·s Ca ll KP11 Kinihall aftpr 7 p.in . :,6!J. .Jiff, . 2/ 2'2.

wanted
Positions open for Aegis, UNH literary mag .
Asst. Edit6r for spring 77 issue, Editor and
Asst. Editor for 1977-711 issues. Editing and
layout experience helpful. Hours erratic,
pay negligible, lots of spiritual rewards . See
Larkin Ostermaier , Student Press Office
(MUB 153) 862-2486. 2/ 18
Girl Age 10 desires one hour weekly guitar
lessons . Resides in Durham. Can commute
to UNH. Beginner. Tel. 868-5861. 2/18

---:-~-:-".'.".""~-:-:"-:---:--~--I
Wanted-Work Study Student to· work as a
watchman at the Jackson Lab, Durham ,
Point. Weekdays: 4:30 to 10:00 P.M., Saturdays 8 :00 A.M. to 4:00 P .M. Must have own
transportation . Total hours of work can be
arranged based on student's class schedule
and final}cial aid limits. Contact Mr. Burnett
at 862-2175 if interested. 2/15

WANTED : Drummer who would like to get
together and jam with other musicians.
Rock & Country . Also, singer with sound
system needed, or borrow one, Chuck 868:
5029. 2/ JS
NEEDED: Used camera 35 mm , Please contact soon ! Kathy Jo Rm . ~ 862-1666. 2/ 11

roommates
Roommate wanted to share furnish_e d 4 bedroom house with 3 female students m Dover .
$40/ mo. plus utilities . on Kari-van rte. Call
749-3667 evenings. 2/25.
Female Roommate needed. Downtown
Durham , $77/ month , own room, available
immediately. Great Location. Call Dotsie or
Joan after 5 p m. 868-2909. 2/15
Female roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom apt. in Portsmouth with 2 others.
Total expense approximately $85/month
each. Call 436-2604 aftP.r :'i Sorrv-no oeti, . 3/1
Female rnommatc needed $95 .00/ mo. incl.
1
~~·i:.cf1;~:-~:~~; _\n\!~:1i,:G1~•'i~~iai
Cind_v qr Ann 868-5f\:l9 after fi\'e. 2/ 15 ·

a%7~sr~1l

dwellings
On campus room for rent for second
semester. Can be used as a single or double .
Stove, regrig.. telephone. Immediate Occupancy. Very Reasonable . Call Raymond,
N.11 . 895-2832. after 6
2/ 18
4 bedroom fireplace, ig kitchen and dming
room waif to wall rugs, $180/mo. Also, two
and three room aparfments available . Call
collect 1-6~7-454-1939. 2/15

,t·
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Center

WOMEN
continued from page 1

DIAL

--Atl unrestricted poetry read. ing,
'
--Four workshops on "natural
healing, women-identified women,
women's spirituality, and self de- .
fence" (which were restricted to
women at the instructor's request).
--A coffee house (which was
open to but not attended by men),
--A video program concerning
femi_nism.
--A film entilted, "Joyce at 34,"
and a "literature outreach" table
attheMUB.
Cappel said that this semester
the Women's Center will again
offer a Women's CR group, literature and a film.
"Health care will be an impor. tant point, too," added Melvin.
"Women and men can come to

436•2605

DIAL 436 · 5710

If only they knew
she had the power.

"CARlllE''

N-E-X-f"'"".,,,... [Rl

· "Across the /
' Great Divide"

CIVIC-Sat.-Sun.-Mon.

"THE
PiNK PAttTHER

STRiKES AGAiN''
~•sts(PG!

NO. 1 SKI HAT '
(Flat, No Pompon)

NO. 3 HOCKEY CAP
(Bott.om Turned Upw/Pompon

1 :00, 3:00 & 5:00

"GODZILLA VS. MEGALON"

our hqalth program, but tho focuo

will~ on women, because it's a
womqn's center," said Cappel. ;
Melvin added that the Center
"may get some literature on ,
male health."
Th~ Women's Center has submi\tEJI a proposal to Vice Provost
for ;~tudent Affairs Richard
Stev£1ns and UNH President
Euge;te Mills to share the old
Al~mni House with the Women's
Com]flission and Women for
Hightr Education as a central
locatk>n
for
the
three
. orgaQizations.
Can.pel said that 300 women
used •t he Center last semester.
"We 'wouldn't turn men away,
the_y f1st didn't come, ",sh~ said.
"Icfrally, we'd like to rtach as
many_ men as women," said
Melvij}.
Thei Center is requesting $300
in SAT funds for books and publications, including two periodicals \hat were described _in last
Saturday's Manchester Union
Leader as "magazines of prolesbian content."
''We will subscribe to them µ
we get the budget," said Cappel.
"The Center will not compromise
itself on this issue. Lesbianism is
not our main focus. Our wide
range of programs make it Qbvious that this is not our most or
least important concern, but it
is a concern."
"We offer any information connected to women's issues," said
Miller.
The women declined to comment further on the Union
Leader's article.
The center's budget request u
accepted will be spent on:
--Office supplies ($400),
--Telephone ($480),
--Programs ($1,500).
-:...Books and Publications ($40'2),
--Salaries($500), and
--Travel ($50).
In addition, . the Associated
Student Organization CASO) will
receive $67 in "budgetary
handling fees'', said Cappel.

NO. 4 WATCHCAP
( Bottom Turned Up, No Pompon)

N0.2SKI HAT
With Pompon)

<Square,

Personalized Hats
SUGGESTED WORDING
Your Full Name - City - StcJte
Club Name - CB Handle a nd Call Letters
School Name - City- State

'' Across the
Great Divide" (G)

M ,\ 'l'( 'HIN, , S('ARF $6.9a

ORDER FROM

ROXBURY MILLS
Roxbury, New York 12474
--------------------------r
Plt:a:se ship

DO BUSINESS
WITH A FRIEND

. __ -·-· (quantity) of personalized

hand washahlP hats at $6.»5 Pa. Please fill out your

ynclosed .

choi<'P of wonting . $ -·-··

Top Line _-·- - - - --- -·-- .- ___ _
! l'lt-ase Print -

1971 Karman Ghia
1973 Mercury Capri
sunroof, AM-FM
1973 Luxury Lemans
AM-FM, air
1973 T-bird, luxury
powered
1975 Granada Ghia
1976 Cobra, 6,000
miles, stereo

12 Letters Maximum l

Bottom Line
! I'IPasp

Print - 12 Lt>tters Maximum,

Plt-a.11e Indicate \'our Chokel!I Below:

Color Of Lettering i , White ·, · Yellow
Color Of Hat · Blue · ' Re<i ' Green : Purple
: Orange
Black
Stylt• :

No I - ::,ki Hal f f<'lat. Nu Pompon I
N•J. 2 - Ski Hat l Square With Pompon J
No. :r Ho<'k ey Capt Bottom Turned Up ·\\1th Pomponi
t-;o . 4 - Wall'h l 'up ( Hottom 1\irnect Up, ~o Pompon l

Ship To:

Name ·

PAT ROCHELEAU
Class of '76

Address

Brady Ford - Portsmouth
436-1340

t

AHk About Qua.ntity Dl~ounts For St•.hools. Clubs, Business, Etc.

I

-------------------------·

_______,,classified 8 d s - - - - - - Antique cape ready !or restoration, approximately 3 acres of land, exceptional
view of Bow Lake, two working fireplace.s
$39,000. Conroy Agency, Bow Lake Strafford,
N.H. 0 " ' ' . Tel. 664-2694. 2/18

services

help wanted
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No
experience reguired. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Swnmer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-17,
Box 2049, Port Angeles , Washington 98362.
2/ 18
Help Wanted : Experienced personnel.
needed to fill management position during
summer season. Also need short order
cooks. Hampton N.H . area. References
required call Doug or Greg, 868-9830 PKA .
2/28
Babysitter one afternoon/wk; 2 child.;.in my
home. 10 min . walk from campus - Call 8685037. 2/18

lost and found

personals

Piano_Lessons in my home .. Good foundation, · -Mr.Moon, Roses that multiply, violets that
ex~nenced teacher. Begmners and interbloom, everyone knows. I'm m love with th~
medjate students, all ages. $3/lesson plus
MOON! Happy Valentine's Day! Love,
music 742-6671. 3/4.
!VlrS . !VIOOn
,N E~D A PICTURE? Passport, candid.! por- · Lauren- I want to marry you and share your
trait, group or team photos, weadjng life with mine_ You're the most beautiful eirl
coverage,. legal records, remembrances . in the world. All my love is yours , Now and
C;:ill Al Richardson, 742-4211. Good quality Forever. Love, Ken. 2/15.
prices. In color or black and Hey Nancy of Psycho-fame. Sorry I couldn 't
wish you a live Happy Birthday, but here is a
Business Teacher will do thesis ,student,
dated one nevertheless . Signed your local
professional, personal and business typing
hippocampus.
2/18.
on IBM correcting Selectric , choice o[
style/pitch from notes, dictation, or dicLori: We all wish you a very Happy 19th
tating equipment. Reasonable rates . Diana
Birthday on February 16th! Bottoms up!
742-4858. 2/15
Love, Paul, Kath, Jan, Ginger, Debbi,
Joarne,
Jackie./.. Ellen, Tigger, Mabel, Billy,
Musical Instruction Guitar Lessons-Study
Herberto, and Huddy! 2/15.
Jazz. Folk , Rock, Country, flat-picking ,
Happy Birthday to the Prep! You are special
finger-picking, modal tuning.s Flute Lessons
to an the people you come in contact with .
- classical, improvisational styles. InstrucWilliamson
woulcln't be the same without
tion by experienced professional musicians .
vou ...there's no debating that Love, Friends
Reasonable rates. 749-3433. 2/25
2/ 15.
Has the winter been hard on your skis1~ Have
D.L ... So many miles away . As alwa_ys,
them professionally tuned. Edge sharyou're the best thing that ever happened to
me. These few months of emptmess will
pening, base repair and hot waxing for only
be the best thing that ever hagpened to
$5 . Expert work guaranteed . E . Beck,
us - promise Happy Valentine's ay Love,
Christensen 321. 868-9845. 2/ 25
PL
'll)s
Paint-You buy it and I'll do the work, .fast
Resumes : Professionally and creatively deand clean. One room or the whole housesigned from effective Career Counseling.
Anywhere within 15 ·miles of Newmarket.
call 617-372-2506 in Haverhill, J\1a. Mutualfy
Convenient Appointments arranged.
659 _3138 . Carol Lavcie . 2; 15

:h~/:mr

I

Lost: silver "lover-knot" bracelet of much
sentimental value. Found: silver charm
bracelet.Cal1Louiseat2-2384or868-9812.
Lost-one brown leather hand tooled walletreward for finder- contact Margo Boch - 8685186 Webster House Apl.C6, Durham, please
~eturn. 2/ 25.
HELP. I lost my 5 yr. old female spay cal, , Math Troubles? Experienced· tutor with un-Meko. She is a large dark calico. REWARD- ' derstanding personality willing to help.
c
Calculus a specialty. Also help in other sub$5. ontact Linda Zwicker 32 Young Dr.
jects. Rates negotiable. Call Tom _ 659-5729.
_PLEASE HELP! 2/l8
Will make house calls. 2/ 25

Feb 17th Viddles and Fiddles at the MUB .
Will yer be th ' lucky one to win an Earl
Scruggs album? Git down to the mub an ' buy
some Viddles . Yer could be hearin ' fiddles if
'n yer the chos'n one. 2/ 15

"Jesus is Coming Again'': :!-part lecture
series on Bible prophecy being fulfilled in
our time. Campus Crusade for Christ - ComFor UNII students in search of voga or selfmuter Lounge MUB, Fridays 7: 30 p.m. 3/3.
-- ---- . - ---·--dcfensl' inslrud. 1 am a martia1 artis(. new
in this area . offering lessons in Tibet Yoga
Lois - Hope we can share some more goQd
11
times. YPISOHR. 2/15.
t1<!11. ~1:au-;1~·:~11
Deb - It's been wonderful. Can this happiness · -Hereford, in Newmarket. I would be pleased
possibly last'' Mr. l{1ghl 2/la
~~ec~~~~~c\:":~~:d~f2°~Y1\at10n.
Joan: It 's alright lo drink Jike a fish as long
as you drink wbat a fish drinks. Coddy. 2/15
Interested in getting involved? We need your
All faculty and staff are invited to attem1
help. We need students to serve on commitWASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY GOURMET
tees.
Interested? Come by student goverBREAKFAST on Monday March 21 from 7 to
nment, Room 129. Check the list of available
9 a.m. Admission is two dollars per person.
opening.s Gel involved. Let the University
The breakfast is being sponsored by the
Hotel Administration 403 class for your pleaknow how you feel. 2/18

and ...

::~4~(:~r~~t~
;;~i•;;/:~(

sure Your atteodaoee is encouraged 2/JR

Don't for get the

Blood Drive I
IO a.m.-3 p.m.

Feb. 15-18
Granite State Rm., MUB

a~~' qwml~~
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comics

NORML
bv D~bbie Blood

Our Better Side

ff

me.a IJ, it, wire

f11i.

orJ ll( ones

,

ti? our

row wi./-fun.<.:L halos
ar1tl 1.v1YJ.q\,-~-----:::::::

by ·Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

/le:JJ,
IT'S JIMMY.

I S&c.
ulell, UIHAT

IN 1-1/S
JACUZZI.
"

OF 7HG JOB
I'M 00/NG?
f
/j\

UH .. N°' 5IR.,

HEY, WAIT
A MINUT&,

HGY,

808/

me lEGeNO's

PHON/3!
I

[X)

YOIJ Tl-ilNI<

IL

',/Z.~
~

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
TJ./EY SAY T/./15 NGW
J..lAII? 71YLf. WIL.L MAKE
MY CARE.GR A~ A 5POR(7CA5TGR.
BUT PL£A$£1 JUPY. ,UL MG.
W.4AT You II0NE1TI-Y TJ.IINI<.

TANI< IT {)O~;,~'T MATTG.I?
W~AT t TUINK. !T:S, WUAT
you NK . ·

m,

Wf.LL, TANI< I HONeSTJ..Y
T~/NK THAT 1F TUEY EVf:R NGEO
A PLAY-BY-PLAY MAN FOR Tf-1£
MUPPE:f5, YOU GOT A 1-0CK
ON

rnf JOB.

collegiate crossword
6

7

8

9

10

12

-14 Cod and May
16 "Rock of "
19 Medi ate
M*A*S*H character
22 Chesterfields
Hindu title
23 Babe Ruth's
Ended up as
number
Word with scout or 46
25 One of our
47
show
presidents
Pe r taining to heat
26 Electrical units
49
Tendency to keep
28 Anticipate
51
moving
29 I terns for a
52
Vigilant
magician
53
Vexes
31 College subject
Custard ingredient 54
32 Wild uproar
Design
33 Controversial
"Ten a Dance" DOWN
35 More spacious
Family 1 Phonograph recording 36 Ran off to Gretna
Goddess of dawn
·
2 Tree seed
Green
milk
37 Public exhibitions
Revolves and buzzes 3 Move suddenly
4 " - Blue? "
for short
A fatty acid
5 Make anew
38 Gist
Heats
6 Circus poles
39 Foremen
Recent political
7 Ebbs
42 Amalgamate
issue
8 Malt brews
43 Slow, in music
Spill the 9 Mal de 45 Declining market
In the middle
10
Meantime
46 Spanish bull
Deserve
11 box
48 Syllable in
Curves
13 Princeton's football
music
Bullring cheer
team
50 Converse
Prepare to publish
42
43
44
45

ACROSS

1

15
20

6
- 11

12
14
15

17
18
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

27
29

41

30

44

32
34
38
39
40

47

41

•MCAI
eGMAT

•LSAI
•VAT

•GRE

•DAI
•OCAT

-N..fll

Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.
CALL OR WRITE US AT
25 HUNTINGTON AVE.
BOSTON 02116
617-261 -5150
FOR iNFO ON LOCAL CLASSES

IIIUCotD'DW. Q>m~ lTO

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS $INC£ 1931

juana uso would incroaso if it

were decriminalized," said
Harris, "but there's been a two
percent drop in use in Oregon,
which was the first state to decriminalize.
"I think we have a very good
chance of decriminalizing marijuana in New Hampshire this
year,'' said Harris.
He said anyone interested in
receiving more information from
NORML should write to NORML,
RFD 8, Concord, NH, 03301.

Fairfield
WESTGATE
continued from page 1

In addition to solving the
immediate problems of fire safety
m tne !<'airfield anct Westgate
apartment complexes, the union
has long-range plans.
John Barret, one of the UNH stu- :
· dent lawyers, is helping to
organize and advise the tenant's
group. "The long range goal of the
group is to stimulate interest by
. students and other renters
because there is no question that
student abuse by landlords exists
in this area. "
He added that tenants joining
the union should not fear legal reprisals by owners of the apartment complexes. "As long· as a
.tenant is not in breach of lease,
there is no way he can be evicted.
Ba~ically, what this all boils down
to is preservation of the the First
Amendment rights to freedom of
speech."
There will be a meeting Thursday, Feb. 24, in the Hillsboro
Sullivan Room of the MUR from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Anyone interested
in joining the Fairfield/Westgate·
Tenant's union is urged to attend.
Those interested in starting
unions for other apartment
complexes are also welcome.

Headhunters
Men's & Women's
Hairstyling

Tues. - Fri.
9-5

ANSWERS, page 7

Collegiate CW76-30

'Chere IS• difference!t!

Methods
Weaving apparatus
Than : Ger .
Attack from all
sides
Adagio or allegro
Torn, ragged
clothes
Literary devices
Optical illusion
Trucked
Concerns
Wild animal track

NORML
continued from page 3
issued by the National . Governor's Conference in March. The
__report says it costs a state _$1,500
for each arrest and prosecution on
a charge of simple possession of .
mariiuana, according to Harris.
"The National Institute on Drug
Abuse in 1975 put ·out a r~port
stating that it cannot be assured
that mariiuana is harmless, but
(the report said) it is less harmful ·
than tobacco. They also said that
more is known about marijuana
than penicillin," said Harris.
Since NORML was created five
years ago, Harris said it has
helped to decriminalize marijuana in ten states-Alaska, California, Colorado, Illinois, Maine,
Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, South
Dakota and Washington.
"People were afraid that mari-

GREEN ACRES STABLES

Sat. 9-2
868-2016

N.H. EQUESTRIAN CENTER-

/

. •Freshett/Drew Rd. (Off Rt.108)
Dover, N.H.
Now Accepting Students
For Beginner Through
Advanced Levels
Group-Individual Instruction

Duane Cobb
Manager

742-3377

Charlie & Dot White
Owners

Blood drive
starts
today
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UNH preps for YC

Skiers sixth at Dartmouth

with win over BU
By Lee Hunsaker

By Lee Hunsaker
UNH's mens ski team placed
sixth out of eleven teams in the
annual Dartmouth Carnival held
last weekend at the Dartmouth
ski way. The two day event saw
the Wildcats .fair well in all but
the slalom racin2.
Bob Williams was the only
skiier from UNH to make it
through both runs finishing tenth
overall.
Temperatures in the mid 40's
caused poor wax conditions for
the cross country skiiers as the
entire field finished with poor

times. Wildcat Howie Bean was riment however, and it showed
the top skiier for UNH placing again this time in the jumping
competition. Despite the hindertenth.
"The warm weather really ance John Fulton, Mike Landgraf
screwed up the Nordic skiing," · John Buswell and Steve Young
said UNH coach Paul Burton, were abl~ to place fifth for UNH.
Finishing ahead of UNH were,
''but everyone had the same
problem. The slalom is what ' in order: UVM, Dartmouth, Middlebury, N. Michigan, and
killed us. "
The second day proved to be Williams.
Grover Daniels continued his
better for UNH as Grover Daniels
finished fifth in the slalom to lead performance into Sunday and the
the Cats in total points. Williams, ESA competition finishing third
the teams' second scorer, fin- in the N.H. Giant Slalom State
Championships.
ished in the top fifteen.
Warm weather again was a det-

Hockey

·F rechette leads
women skiers

ated, Lou Porrazzo tossing the 35
UNH's track team had an easy pound weight·5Slfeet two and tlree
weekend defeating Boston Univ- quarter inches for a first and then
ersity last Saturday by a lopsided putting the shot 41 · feet and one
score of 76-33.
half for another. ,1
"We had a super meet," said
Tim Pendry took the long jump
coach John Copeland later. " It . with a 21 ft. four and one half inch
wasn'.t the best output but we had . leap · and Steve Marcotte cappeople in places where they tured the pole vault clearing 14
haven't been before."
and a half feet.
Still UNH was overwhelming
The Terrier's only other first
and their performances were . went to Joe Brown who flopped
good enough to produce two new 6 feet six and three quarter inchfield house records: one in the tri- es in the high jump.
ple jump and the other in the 4 by
Mark Gori complete~ the short
880 relay.
distance wins for the Cats with a
Bob Freilint ~ti the new triple 7.8 performance in the 60 yard
jump record~ith a leap of 45 feet high hurdles.
by 4 inches, nlne inches better
The last two distance events,
than t)f~ Qldt,mark set by Brad the 1000 and two mile, also went
Sprink~~ t_hre~ years ago.
to UNH with Barry Reinhold run'fhe -relay team , composed of ning to a 2:22.0 first in the 1000
Mark Berman, John Demers, and George Reed taking the two
Don Deroo, and Gary Crossan, milein9:17.2time.

Tonight's
UNH--Dartmouth
hockey game has been soldout
for weeks . Standing room tickets
were put on sale yesterday but

i;:gt thg othgr Wildc at mark with a

w oro not oxpoctcd to loot long .

"RTT didn't givP u c;: mu c h of a

8:01.3 time. Crossan and Demers
also took firsts of their own.
In the mile, Crossan ran to an
easy 4:29.4 win while Demers
took the 600 yard run finishing
with a time of 1: 14.6.
Buck Easton of BU tied a Field
House mark in the 60 yard dash
with a 6.2 second dash in trials.
Easton later won the event covering the distance in 6.3 seconds.
Other events
UNH domin-

I

tha-.

meet," said Copeland. " Our meet
against Bates and Vermont was
a better one but this was a good
prep meet for the Yankee Conference ."
The Yankee Conference is to be
held this next weekend, the 19th,
at BU. Connecticut stands the
odds on favorite by a wide margin with Rhode Island probably
taking second.

tickets
There are tickets available for
Thursday night's game against
Providence. Tickets can be purchased at the door for three dollars . Game time is 7: 30 p.m.
Saturday's
game
against
Clarkson is soldout. According to
UNH ticket manager Paul Bamford , the only way tickets will be
sold is if UNH students do not fill
, their section.

. By Lee Hunsaker
Freshman Nancy Frechette led
UNH 's women's ski team to a
fourth place finish last weekend
at Dartmouth's Skiing Carnival.
A strong secona place nmsn went
for naught as the Wildcats could
only place eighth in the cross
country event ending with just
enough points to .finish ahead of
fifth place Williams in the overall standings.
Frechette's sixth and seventh
place finishes in the slalom and
giant slalom were good enough
for fifth overall. Connie Dunlap
was second behind Frechette for
UNH placing ninth and sixteenth_

in the respective events .
Middlebury's Sara McNealus
took first in the combined totals.
Middlebury ran away with the
title 47 points ahead of second
place vartmoum .
UNH coach Gail Bigglestone
was pleased with the performance. "We're continuing to do
well in the Alpine events," she
said, "possibly we'll get a shot at
the Nationals. "
The Wildcats next competition
will be this weekend when the
Cats travel to Williams for the
Williams Carnival on February
18th and 19th.

cat stats

Wrestling
UNH 33 Plymouth 15
118-Scott Wood <UNH) pinned Bill Vermouth at 4:44
126-Tony Serra (PSC) pinned John Boghos at 6:24
134-Nabil Boghos (UNH) pinned Al Madera at 2:37
142-Mike Latessa <UNH) dee. Kevin Rowlette, 7-1
150-Bruce Gabriel (PSC) dee. Walter Nugent, 11-7
158-Chet Davis <UNH> pinne,I Mark Saffian, at 4: 25
167-Matt Staples (PSC) dee . Larry DeGaravilla, 8-0
177-John Thomas (PSC> dee. Doug King, 9-5
190-Chris Tarbell (UNH) won by forfeit
Heavyweight-Glenn Myers <UNH> won by forfeit

Basketball
Vermont 72 UNH 55
UNH
FGFTT
4-2-10
1-0-2
8-6-22
2-0-4
1-0-2
4-3-11
2-0-4

McCarthy
Bolton
Giarrusso
Pyne
King
Sanborn
Delisle

Hockey

22-11-55

TOTALS

UNH 6 NU 2

UVM
FGFTT
8-1-17

Eddy
Dana
Mc Williamson
Emerson
Ketchun
Murdock
Consadine
Fernandese
TOTALS

NU 1102
UNH 2136
First period
1-0 UNH Gould <Edgar, Fontas) 8:24 pp
1-1 NU Coates (Ferdinandi) 10:54 sh
2-1 UNH Cox (Lumley, Miller) 11 : 46pp

2-0-4

7-2-16
2-0-4
1-0-2
5-0-10
7-3-17
1-0-2
33-6-72

Season Stats
NAME

G

1,askaris .. ...... . . . . .. .. .
Dickson ..... . .. . .. . . . . . . .
Cavanaugh ... . .. ... .. .. .
Dufour .. , ., ..... . . .. . . .. .
Singelais .. , . . . .. .. .... .. .
herbert . , . , ... . ... , . .. .. .
VanDevente r . . . . . .... . . .
1,ayne . . . . . . . ... . .. . ... . .
Pardo . .. ... . . ... . ... . ...
Baskys .. . ........... . ...
Jones .. ..... . . . . . . . . .....
Smith . . .... . .. . ..... . . ...
Parker . , . , . . . . ... . ... . ..
Delaney ..... .. . . . ...... .

21
21
21
1!1
21
17

UNII TOTALS .... . ... . ..
OPPONE NTS ............

FG

FT

Pct.
,552

: Pct.

AVG.

AST.

RH.

AVG.

. 724

:16

.525

15.1
14.0
11.7
11.5
9.5
:1.5
2.!I
2.4
2.:1
1.8
1.5
1.5
0.:1
0.:1

15!1
45
108

7 .6
2.1
5.1
2.3
6.4
1.7
2.1

72.0

76.7

2!15
:1s:1

Hi

.54!1
,527
..t:18
.4:lfi
.412

21

.:l!HI

15

8
1:1
2
6
1:1

.480
.250
.450
.:1:1:1
.:1:1:1
.000

.756
.78(;
.7!1:1
.6!14
.667
.7fi0
.600
.647
.11:1:1
.667
.150
.000
1.000

21
21

.497
.4!15

.7:16
.6!15

!!:I

1:1
:12
77

H

t:15
2!1
:14

2:1
0
:12
2

2:1
20
16
12
1

2
1:18
781i

I.I

1.:1
2.0
0.!I
0.5
0.:1
0.:1
:15.1
:17.4

Second period
3-1 Fontas (Gould, Powers) 0 :09
3-2 C oate s (Holm es) 14 : 22 pp
Third period
4-2 UN H L umley (Mill e r , C o x) l: I I
5-2 UN H L umley (Miller, Rando) 11 :46
6-2 UN H Gould ( Font a s, E d g ar ) 15:24 pp

ECAC Standings
L

T

P ct.

Clar kson (21-4-0) . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

2

2. New Ha mpshir e (21-6-0) .... . .... 17

:l
5

0
0
0

5
7

I

.882
.850
,722
.676
.605
.555
.533
.526
.500
.4 71
.47 1
.388
.406
.305
.294
.176
.157

I.

Saves Bowm an 18 15 11 44
E vans 10 11 14 35

:1. Cornell ( 15-6-0) ... , . , ...... . .. , .. 13

4.Boston Univ.( 12-8-1) . . ..........
5. Boston College ( 14-8-1) . . . . . . . . . .
6. Verm ont (13-10-0) , . , .. . .........
7. Ha rvard ( 10-9-0 > • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • •
8. P rovidence (I :1-1 0-0). . . . . . . . . . . . .
l?.r,!lwn (12-9--0) . , . .. .. . . . . . .. . . ..
9. Northea stern (9-12-0 ). . ... . ......
RPI (11 -10-1) . ......... .. ..... .. .
10. Colgate rn-i2-0l ............ . : . . .
11. Dartmouth (7-10-2) . . \.- . ... . .. ..
12. Ya le (6-13- ll .. . ........ , ... . . ...
13. Pf"nnsylvania (7-13-0) . ..-. . , ... . .
14. St. Lawrence (8-16-0 ) . . . . , ... ... .
15. Princeton <3-17-0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Season Sta ts
Name .......... . .... . .... . ~- . .. . .

G

Ast

Pts

Bob Miller .... . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . ·.· .
Ra lph Cox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jon Fontas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dave Lumley .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Bob Gould . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barry Edgar , .. . . . . . .. . .. . . , .. . . .
Rod Langwa y. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .
Frank Roy . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Tim Burke .. .. . . . .. . ..... .. .. . .. .
Joe Rando , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paul Powers . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Paul Surdam... . . ....... . .. ... ...
Jim Harvie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bruce Crowder. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Gary Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Terry Flanagan ... .. .... . . . . . ... .
Bob Francis .. .................. .
John Normand . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
Peter Noonan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brad Holt ...... ... ............ . ,.
Bob Bain. ....... . .. . . . . . ........ .
Bob Blood. ... .. . . . . .. ..... . ... . ..
Dan Magnarelli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mark Evans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21
29
20
17
16
9
4

43
28
29
24
18
19
23
12
16
17
17
12
6

64
57
49
41
34

10

6
4
2
6
8

5
6

8

28

27
22
22
21
19
18
14
13
8

5
7
6
5
5

4
2
I

4
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

UNH TOTALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174
OPPONENTS ....... ... .......... 115

296
190

470
305

Goalie Summary

G Min
Dan Magnarelli . .. . .. .... 19 1052
Mark Evans . . .. . . . . . .. . . 12

w

Tea m

591

U N H•6 Northeastern 2
Cornell 7 Dartmouth 5
Brown 10 Penn I
Clarkson 4 Providence 2
,Princeton 8 Yale 3\
Vermont 8 Colgate 3
BU6RPl3
St. Lawrence 5 Colgate 4
Yale 4 Penn3
Brown 11 Princeton 2

10

8

8

7
9
8

10
8
8
8

7

6

5
:1

9
9

11
10
12
1:1
14
16

I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
I

0
0
0

Tonight
UNH at Dartmouth
Wednesday
RPI at Cornell

Clarkson at Colgate
Brown at Northeastern
Thursday
UNH at Providence

GA

A.Avg

Svs

Sv.Avg

PCT

W-L-T

77

4.39
3.76

503

28.7
27.6

:867

15-2-0

.880

6-4-0

272

6

Last night
Beanpot
BC vs. Northeastern (consolation>
BU vs. Harvard (finals )

I

37

II

11

Ga mes
R ema inin g

BOOK RUSH
THANKS YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE
Come visit the UNH BOOKSTORE in
Hewitt Hall
There is an in-depth selection of
course related Monarch Notes
to·assist you in your classroom preparation.
On sale this week:
.
Small (5"X8") Vinyl Clip Binder
with ruled pad- Regularly S1 .40
Special Price S1.00 ·
KSTORE • UNH BOOKSTORE• UNH BOOKSTORE• UNH
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sports
Cats drop NU
reach .500 again
By Andy Schachat
Enter the villian first. Guara
Dave Caligaris has . scored 22
points . in the first 25 minutes of
action and has kept Northeastern
in the basketball game with UNH .
Now enter the good-guy. Guard
Ron Laynecomes off the bench to
guard Caligaris and try to help
the Wildcats preserve the victory .
And the ending is happy .
Caligaris scores two points in the
last 15 minutes of the game and
the Wildcats defeat Northeastern
81-71.
That's the way it was last night
hPforp

.::i

<::m.:lll <>rowel :it T.nnrlhnlm

points on 10-15 shooting from the
field and 6-7 shooting from the
fou] line. He was the game's
leading scorer and also tops in
rebounds with 11.
But he had help and lots of it.
Tom Cavanaugh finished with 21
points (9-16, f-4) , Steve Singelais
finished with 14 points and Paul
Dufour added 15. Layne only
scored 1 point but his work was
done at the opposite end of the
gym.
And as they have done all season, Wildcats made their foul
shots. UNH shot 21-27 from the
foul line comoared to onlv 3 for 6
for Northeastern. It all added up
to a solid UNH win and a clean
sweep of the Northeastern series
<UNH won 79-67 back iri December).
Commenting on the team's success for from the foul line, UNH
coach Gerry Friel said, "We have
place more emphasis on foul
shots in practice this year and
Northeastern goaltender Jim Bowman turns his head only to see Jon Fontas' shot rest in the
have worked harder on them.
net for UNH's third goal. Fontas scored with nine seconds elapsed in the second period. (Scott
''Each day the players shoot as
Spalding photo)
if it were a game situation to
give them better concentration
and to stress the importance."
UNH is ranked in the top ten in .
the nation in team foul shooting.

Gym as the UNH basketball team
once again reached the .500 mark
with an 11-11 record, UNH defense, led by Layne, was the key.
"l was told t0 deny Caligar1s
the ball, "Layne said afterwards,
''I tried not to let him get the ball
and I got a lot of help from my
teammates." Defense is never
played by one man, but by a
-team, so they say.
Actually this game was more
than decided by just defense. At
the other end of the court the
Wildcats looked as smooth on offense as they have all season.
Leading the way was Peter
Laskaris and leading is an under
statement. Laskaris scored 26 BASKETBALL,pagel2

Holt w1·ns 250th

Dartmouth,_PC await Cats

By Marion Gordon and Ed third time the Cats have met the . Holt a standing ovation. Holt acFriars this year. UNH won both . knowledged the tribute with a big
McGrath
The UNH hockey team takes to _games defeating PC in the smile and a wave of his hat.
After the game, Holt said the
the road again. Tonight the Wild- championship game of the BlueGreen Tournament, 6-4 and at
cats will play Dartmouth in the beginning of second semester, ovation was so long because the
, game against Clarkson was anHanover, N.H. Thursday, UNH
nounced.
will travel to Providence for a re- 9-2.
The Friars are in eighth place
After the game, Holt joked
match with Providence College.
A win both nights is necessary 00-9) and probably will make the about the win. "By the time the
if Saturday's game with Clarkson playoffs barring another losing i next 250 roll by, I'd like to be
is to mean anything. A UNH loss streak. PC is coming off a tough coaching somewhere in the miin either game would put the Gol- 4-2 loss to Clarkson last Saturday. nors and soaking up some sun."
Dave Lumley's goal at 1: 11 of
Northeastern stayed close to
1den Knights two games up in the
loss column if Clarkson defeats the third period put UNH ahead UNH most of the game but early
4-2 and killed NU's chances for a goals in the second and third perColgate Wedne_sday.
comeback.
,iods killed the Huskies' come"Miller was behind the net and ,back attempts.
"We have to be ready for Dart- he stickhandled around a couple
With a 2-1 lead, Jon Fontas
mouth," UNH coach Charlie Holt of guys and passed it out to me," scored at nine seconds of the midsaid after last Saturday's 6-2 win said Lumley.
j}e stanza. NU cut the lead to 3-2
over Northeastern. "You don't
Lumley took the puck,skated but Lumley started things off in
start playing for Clarkson on across in front of the ne~and beat the third period with his first of
Tuesday.''
.NU goalie Jim Bowman with a two goals.
Tonight's game is the first time wrist shot.
"A quick goal (at the beginning
UNH has faced Dartmouth this
The goal insured Charlie Holt's of the second period) takes a lot
year. The Big Green are 6-10-1 in 250th collegiate career victory. out of the kids," NU coach Fernie
the ECAC and praying for a play- When the announcement came Flamon said. "So far we've lost
off spot in eleventh place.
over the PA system, the sell-out .some good games and some bad
:rhursday's game will be the crowd rose to its feet and gave ,ones because of our mistakes.''
UNH's Peter Laskaris lunges for the ball during the first
half of last night's 81-71 win. Laskaris was the game's leading
scorer with 26 points. (Art Illman photo)

UVM outshoots
hoopwomen 72-55

At URI tonight

Wrestlers pin ·Plymouth

By Paul Keegan
After whittling a 13 point UNH
lead down to just six, the Plymouth State College wrestling.
team had to forfeit the remaining
By Paul Keegan
story in the second half," said · two~matches to give the Wildcats
Mary Eddy, Margie Consa- Mills, "they were putting more a 33-15 victory Saturday afterdine, and Gail McWilliamson shots up but were getting more .noon at Lundholm gymnasium.
"If we had brought a full squad,
combined for 50 points Friday of them in."
night to lead the University of
UVM threw up a total of 107 it would have been different,"
Vermont to a 72-55 victory of
scoring bids in the game, as op- said PSC coach Jim Aguiar, "but
Rich Kelly 090 lb. class) and
UNHatUVM .
posed to the Wildcats' 59.
McWilliamson, Vermont's 6'2
"We had the same problem Keith Durham (heavyweight
center, had 16 points while Eddy that we had against Bridgewater class) were injured, so they
and ·Consadine contributed 17 . (which the Cats lost, 62-54)" Mills didn't make the trio."
points each.
The Wildcats heid a commandsaid, "Our offense didn't move
"They had a definite height ad.: · and we didn't get off enough ing 21-8 lead after the first six
vantage," said Wildcat coach shots ''
matches as Scott Wood (118 lb.
Joyce Mills, referring to McWilFo~ UNH, Co-captain Jean class), Nabil Boghos (134 lb.
liamson, Consadine (6'0) and Giarruso was high scorer with 22 class) and Chet Davis 058 lb.
Eddy (5'11). UNH was out-re- points and had 11 rebounds. class) all registered second perbounded 45-28.
Cathy Sanborn was next with 11 - iod pins and Mike Latessa (142 lb.
The Wildcats actually were on points amd Maura McCarthy class) defeated Kevin Rowlette of
top by a 34-29 margin at half- played what Mills called a "con- PSC by a 7-1 score.
'
time. UNH shot 45° / from the sistent game'' with 10 points conHowever, Plymouth's Matt
floor in the first half while UVM necting on 50°/ 0 of her shots from
Staples
shutout
Larry
only hit on 24 °/ 0 of their shots.
the floor.
DeGaravilla 8-0 in the 167 lb.
Vermont, however, turned the
The Wildcats, now 5-3, will
tables on the Wildcats in the se- travel to UMass to play "the class and JQhn Thomas got by ·
UNH's Doug King by a 9-5 score
cond half, shooting 37 °/ 0 from the toughest team" that UNH will
in the 177 lb. class to narrow the
floor compared to UNH's 28 °/ 0 •
face all season, according to
Wildcats' lead to six, 21-15.
"It was a completely different Mills.
0

It looked then like the contest
would be reaching it's climax
with the outcome still in question
until the announcement came
over the p .A. system that Chris
Tarbell and Glenn Myers would
be awarded six points each in the
190 lb. and Heavyweight classes
due to forfeit.
The excitement began early in
the meet, as Plymouth's Bill
Vermouth anj Wood from UNH
held each other inches from being
pinned. Wood, however, . held
Vermouth down to stay with : 16
remaining in the second period.
"I didn't think he would get in
on me so soon," said Wood after
the meet, "so I just had to make
my move a little earlier than I
planned."
Tony Serra of PSC pinned John
Boghos in the 134 lb. class with
1: 36 left to go in the third and
final period to even the score up
at six-all.
Nabil Boghos overpowered Al
Madera of Plymouth, getting the
pin after just : 37 seconds had
elapsed in the second period and
Latessa gained a decision over ·
Rowlette to bring the score to
15-5.

Plymouth was penalized one
point during that match when unsportsmanlike conduct was called
on Aguiar, with the referee
contending that the PSC coach
''swore" at him.
"That depends on how you
define a swear." said Aguiar.
"you can interpret what I said
a lot of ways. He thought I was
yelling at him, but I was just telling him I thought it was an unjust
call.
"I thought we looked good out
there," said UNH coach Irv
Hess,
"Plymouth
always
wrestles well against us.''

The Wildcats will travel to
Rhode Island on Tuesday to face
URI, a team which is currently
ranked twentieth in the nation.
"I like to play that kind of
team," said Hess, "it always
improves your own ability to
wrestle a team that's better.
We'll give them a fight--our team
will see that they can score points
on a . good team like URI and it
will give them confidence.''

